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Editorial 

 
In this month’s edition, we will consider Clause 29 of our Basis of 

Fellowship.  This clause reads: 

That at the close of the thousand years, there will be a general 

resurrection and judgment, resulting in the final extinction of the 

wicked, and the immortalization of those who shall have 

established their title (under the grace of God) to eternal life 

during the thousand years (Rev. 20:11-15; 1 Cor. 15:24). 

  

Clauses 27 through 30 are very similar in what they state.  They are all 

principles related to the times after Jesus has returned to the earth.  This 

would include the resurrection which shall occur at that time, followed by 

the suppression of the wickedness of the nations, which will then be 

followed by the millennial rule of Christ, another resurrection at the end 

of the 1000 reign, and then what bro. Thomas called the Ad Olahm, or that 

period of time when sin and death are obliterated from the earth. 

 

Being so similar in principle, it has been difficult to find enough articles 

from the foundation of the truth’s writers  to deal with the specifics of each 

clause.  You will notice in this edition that the articles all contain points 

relevant to clause 29, but that they are often the secondary thought to the 

article.  I expect next month’s articles to be similar. 

 

Next month we will complete our goal of focusing on the 30 principles of 

truth, as stated in the Birmingham Amended Statement of Faith.  We will, 

following that edition, stop our examination of how our pioneer brethren 

set out our fellowship doctrines.  We will make no effort to examine the 

other fellowship documents which make up our Constitution—the 

Doctrines to be Rejected, the Commandments of Christ, and the Berean 

Restatement—though they will always remain the touchstone for all 

discussion.   

 

We began taking over the production of “The Berean” in October of 2018. 

It was our intent at that time to acknowledge the standards that have always 

been upheld in our body, state them plainly, and work to uphold them.  We 

thought that the best way to do so, was to deal point by point, with the 

BASF, while including articles that clearly addressed the foundation 

points themselves, and we also tried to include articles which should 

clarify some of the questions which, over the last 174 years, have come up 

concerning those points.  We began this project in January of 2019, and 

will conclude next month, Lord willing, having taken 38 months to 

examine the 30 fundamental principles that make us Christadelphians. 
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Having accomplished this goal and set down what we believe to be a firm 

foundation, we will now look to build upon that foundation, with current 

articles.  We would encourage the brotherhood to send us articles, 

especially including exhortations and lectures, which they believe are 

relevant to preserving the truth in these latter days. 

 

As there were so many articles we wished to include in considering certain 

clauses, we had expanded the size of The Berean to 60 pages.  It is our 

intent to return to the original size of 40 pages, no longer having a large 

supply of articles to choose from.   

 

We will continue to take great interest in current events as they apply to 

Bible prophesy.  Living, as we do in a most interesting time, these things 

serve to warn us, so that we are not overtaken as a thief in the night, but 

that we have our lamps burning, awaiting the return of Christ to take his 

rightful place in the earth.   

 

Last month we wrote of the growing tension in Ukraine, the Ros or Rosh 

of Ezekiel 38 (translated ‘chief” in the King James Version.)  This past 

month, Russia has demanded a written response to Russia’s list of 

demands.  For whatever reason, the US actually humiliated itself in 

subserviently providing such answers, but to no avail.  President Vladimir 

Putin immediately pronounced the American response as inadequate. 

 

Speculation continues as to whether or not Russia will invade Ukraine, but 

having moved troops to the Ukraine border in Belarus, and having 

mustered quite a contingency of vessels in the Black Sea, Russia is well 

poised to effectively launch its attack.  The American President Joe Biden 

has moved a few thousand troops into the NATO states which border 

Russia, but has promised that the US will not send troops into Ukraine.  

So, Russia has been given a green light.  Still, even the increased presence 

of American troops in neighboring countries has infuriated Russia. 

 

While it is no secret that President Putin regards the breakup of the Soviet 

Union in 1991 to have been the greatest calamity of the 20th century, his 

real point of emphasis at this time appears to be the destruction of NATO.  

Ukraine is a convenient tool for this.  And Germany, the Magog of Bible 

prophesy, appears to be his principal target, and they are in a bind. 

 

Towards the end of 2021, Germany elected to close half of its nuclear 

reactors, three in all, as Angela Merkel’s Christian Democrats attempted 

in vain to hold onto power by making an alliance with Germany’s  Green 

Movement.  They agreed to close the remaining three nuclear plants in 

2022.  But the Green Party instead supported the Social Democrats, and 

the Christian Democrats lost power for the first time since 2005. 
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This is significant for two reasons.  First, Angela Merkel was born in East 

Germany, and lived part of her life under the oppression of the Soviet 

Union.  She had a strong distrust of Russia and guided Germany away 

from Soviet influence.  The new leader, Olaf Shultz, does not appear to 

view Russia the same way.   

 

The second, and more important reason is that Germany now has a 

tremendous energy shortage on the horizon, and only Russia is already in 

position to supply Germany.   Any other source for natural gas would raise 

energy prices to Germans above what is already the highest price paid for 

energy in Europe.  Germany’s energy shortfall is predicted to be 10% of 

its total need through 2025.  This has already been worsened by weather 

conditions which had reduced the anticipated solar output from Germany’s 

windmills and solar cells, by 25% at the end of 2021.   

 

Germany has  little to no interest in antagonizing Russia.  But as the 

greatest European economy in  Europe, NATO has little chance of 

effectively doing anything, unless Germany is on board.  Thus, this 

Ukrainian conflict will do exactly as Russia wishes, and drive a wedge 

between the European states that see Russia as a national security threat, 

and those who see Russia as a deliverer of much needed energy. 

 

Russia has completed building the pipeline called Nord Stream 2, which 

is  a natural gas pipeline which travels from Russia, through the Baltic 

Ocean and into Germany.  The reason for the pipeline is not so much to 

supply natural gas to Europe, as there is transit enough for that already.  

Rather, this is an attempt by Russia to bypass Ukraine, and thus not have 

to pay transit fees in the billions of dollars to Ukraine for sending natural 

gas to Europe.  Germany is currently conducting safety inspections on the 

pipeline, and Russia has artificially raised the price of natural gas to 

Germany until they give the Nord Stream 2 permission to operate. 

 

NATO states like the US have promised to stop Nord Stream 2 if Russia 

invades Ukraine, but since the pipeline has already been finished, 

President Biden having approved Russia’s completion of the pipeline 

shortly after he took office, the US and NATO are completely dependent 

upon Germany’s cooperation to stop the use of that pipeline.  If Russia 

invades Ukraine, it is likely that one side or the other will destroy the 

Ukrainian pipelines, and Nord Stream 2 may be Europe’s only source of 

economic energy.   

 

There has been talk of Russia only taking the eastern portion of Ukraine, 

as a buffer to Mother Russia itself.  This is essentially what it did in 

Georgia in 2008.  NATO had discussed accepting Georgia as a NATO 
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allied state at the Bucharest Conference in Romania, in 2008, and four 

months later, Russia invaded Georgia.  Russia cut off the northern part of 

Georgia, Southern Ossetia, and called it a free nation.  It is feared that 

Russia might try something similar with the Donbas province of Eastern 

Ukraine.  While this may satisfy some security requirements for Russia, it 

doesn’t really fix the Russian problem in Ukraine, nor does it appear to 

satisfy the Bible Prophesy.   

 

As a nation, nearly 30% of the Ukraine is Russian, with the balance being 

Ukrainian.  That 30% of the population that is Russian, generally speaking, 

lives east of the Dnieper River, a north/south river which essentially cuts 

Ukraine in half, emptying into the Black Sea.  Kiev, the capital city of 

Ukraine is situated on the Dnieper.  The Ros River, which seems to be the 

implied area of Ezekiel 38, is a tributary to the Dnieper, but it south and 

west of Kiev.  So, while it might seem to man that dividing Ukraine in half 

at the Dnieper River would satisfy Russian security ambition, it doesn’t 

seem like that would correctly fit Bible prophesy.  Nor would it relieve 

Russia of having to pay Ukraine the transport fees for the pipelines that 

would still go through Ukraine, which is probably the real reason that, 

should Russia start an invasion, they will not quit until they have retaken 

all of Ukraine. 

 

Russia has branded the American responses to the problems in Ukraine as 

unacceptable.  These responses have been limited to the increasing of 

military aid in already acknowledged NATO states, which Ukraine is not.  

Sadly, for Ukraine, the reason they are not in NATO is due to them putting 

trust in an American President, George H. W. Bush, or President Bush, the 

elder.  In a speech he gave in Kiev at the breakup of the Soviet Union, in 

1991, he encouraged Ukraine to give up its nuclear weapons, while not 

seeking membership in NATO.  He gave assurances that the US would be 

able to protect Ukraine.  But of course, this now seems as idle talk. 

 

The speech was met much criticism  by Ukrainian nationalists.  One such 

told journalists that "President Bush seems to have been hypnotized by 

(Mikhail) Gorbachev" and complained that the U.S. President "has 

consistently snubbed the democratic movements in the republics". He 

criticized the way that Bush had sided with the Soviet leader: 

“Bush came here in effect as a messenger for Gorbachev. In many 

ways, he sounded less radical than our own Communist politicians on 

the issue of state sovereignty for Ukraine. After all, they have to run 

for office here in Ukraine and he doesn't.”  
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THE FIRST RESURRECTION.” 
BY ROBERT ROBERTS 

 

“Is there anything DISTINCTLY UNSCRIPTURAL in the belief 

that only the members of Christ’s household (faithful and 

unfaithful) are raised in the first resurrection, and that ‘the rest 

of the dead’ includes all others who are in any way amenable to 

judgment, not excepting the angels who sinned.”—(M. C.) 

 

ANSWER.—A good deal depends upon what is meant by “the members 

of Christ’s household,” and upon the sense attached to the phrase “raised 

in the first resurrection.” If by the former is meant those only who have 

put on Christ in baptism since the apostolic promulgation of the gospel as 

“the power of God unto salvation,” then it is distinctly unscriptural to hold 

that such only awake from the dead at the second appearing of Christ. If 

by the latter is meant a mere coming to life again at the appearing of Christ, 

then it is “distinctly unscriptural” to maintain that “only the members of 

Christ’s household are raised in the first resurrection.” As we have reason 

to know that these are the suppositions involved in the question, we shall 

discuss it accordingly. 

 

The unscripturality of the first idea is manifest from this, that it would 

exclude from the Kingdom of God during Christ’s millennial headship 

thereof, “Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and all the prophets,” and all the 

faithful in Israel during the times of the law, whose position as heirs of 

salvation stands forth distinctly in all the scriptures. That it is scriptural to 

expect their presence in the Kingdom of God is saying much too little. It 

is not saying too much to say that it would be impossible to understand the 

scriptures, either in their Old or New Testament sections, on any 

supposition that excluded the fathers and the faithful of Israel’s 

generations from the Kingdom of God. Only by wresting and twisting the 

scriptures in accommodation to the requirements of a theory founded upon 

some casual and limited phrase incorrectly understood, could room be 

made for such an idea. Let us see the evidence of this in a consideration of 

the two cases separately (the fathers and the faithful), in the light of what 

is testified in the Old Testament and in the New. 

 

Take first the FATHERS. It is necessary to remember that there is more in 

the Old Testament than is apparent on the surface. We learn this from 

Christ’s argument on the resurrection and on the Messiahship. He deduced 

the resurrection of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob from the fact of God calling 

himself their God, and the divinity of the Messiah from the fact of David 

in spirit calling him “My Lord.” We learn the same thing from the 
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statement of Peter, that the Spirit of Christ was in the prophets, testifying 

beforehand the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow (1 Pet. 

1:11), and from Paul, who tells us that domestic incidents of Abraham’s 

life were an allegory (Gal. 4:24) also from his application to Christ of 

statements in the prophets which, to a merely proximate interpretation, 

would appear to be limited to the prophets and their own generation (Heb. 

2:13). 

 

In view of this, we are justified in giving the widest scope to statements 

bearing on the personal hopes of the fathers, and the promises made to 

them. Take Abraham first of all: Was he not “justified by faith” long 

before circumcision was established or the law given? Is not this the 

meaning of the statement that “Abraham believed God, and it was counted 

to him for righteousness?” (Gen. 15:6). We do not need to speculate. Paul 

gives this meaning to it in Rom. 4:3–12. Now what does this fact of 

justification by faith bring with it, as regards Abraham? Does it not bring 

forgiveness of sins and heirship of the promised salvation? This is the 

blessedness that Paul associates with it. Quoting David, “Blessed are they 

whose iniquities are forgiven” he enquires, “Cometh this blessedness upon 

the circumcision only, or upon the uncircumcision also?” He answers the 

question by Abraham’s case. Pointing out that it was while he was 

uncircumcised that his faith was counted for righteousness, he observes 

that “he received the sign of circumcision,” as “a seal of the righteousness 

of the faith which he had, yet being uncircumcised” (Rom. 4:11). If 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob—(for as they were heirs together of the same 

promises—Heb. 11:9—we may class them together in this matter), if 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were thus “heirs of the righteousness which is 

by faith,” are they not among the forgiven, the justified, and the saved? 

Are they not heirs of the Kingdom of God? Will not the honour of the 

Gentile “many” who come from the east and the west, and the north and 

the south, consist in “sitting down WITH Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and 

all the prophets in the Kingdom of God?” (Matt. 8:11). 

 

Again, consider Abraham’s name. It was changed from Abram to 

Abraham, to signify his headship of the family of God: for the meaning of 

Abraham is, “a father of many nations,” as God Himself declared at the 

time of changing his name (Gen. 17:5). Will it be said that this does not 

include those who in the limited and parabolic sense are “the members of 

Christ’s household?” Such a contention would be “distinctly unscriptural” 

in the presence of Paul’s declaration that Abraham is “the father of US ALL, 

as it is written I have made thee a father of many nations.” This fatherhood 

he still more explicitly defines thus: “the father of all them that believe, 

though they be not circumcised, who walk in the steps of that faith of our 

father Abraham which he had yet being uncircumcised.” Thus, Abraham 

is the father of the household of faith, and Christ the elder brother. Will it 
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be contended that the father of the household is excluded by his position 

from any of the privileges of the household?—that while that household 

reigns in glory, its father and head will moulder in the dust? False in some 

terrible way must a theory be that necessitates such a conclusion—

involving a complete inversion of Paul’s solemn reminder to the Gentiles: 

“Thou bearest not the root but the root thee: thou . . . a wild olive tree 

grafted contrary to nature on the good olive tree, and with the original 

branches, partakest of the root and fatness of the good olive tree.” 

 

And now consider the promises: see how the fathers stand first in them: 

“To thee and thy seed”—“In thee and thy seed.” We know by express 

guidance of the Spirit that the seed in the case is Christ—(Gal. 3:16). What 

could be more “distinctly unscriptural” than any theory which could keep 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob out of the promises in which they stand first. 

They are to “inherit the land;” they are to be the constitutional fountains 

of blessing for all the families of the earth: this is God’s promise to them.  

 

And where do “Christ’s household” stand in the matter, understood in the 

limited sense of the question proposed? Are they not merely the children 

of the fathers and “fellow-heirs” with them? This is how Paul places them: 

“If ye be Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s seed and heirs according to the 

promises” (Gal. 3:29). “To Abraham . . . were the promises made?” Is 

Abraham to fail of the promises which belong first of all to himself? Is the 

inheritance to be monopolised by those who originally were “aliens from 

the commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the covenants of 

promise?” These sometime strangers, built upon the foundations of the 

apostles and prophets, who include Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—Psa. 

105:15; and now no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens 

with the saints and of the household of God—are these the superincumbent 

walls and structures to stand in air without the foundations beneath them 

in the Kingdom of God? It is an extraordinary thought which can only 

come from a wrong division of the word of truth—a wresting of the 

Scriptures to self-destruction. 

 

God is “the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.” By this name He has for 

ages proclaimed His purpose to raise them from the dead, and to give them 

the first place in the city having foundations (polity—kingdom), which He 

has had before His mind from the beginning as the objective of His 

purpose with the earth. It has pleased Him to invite a certain portion of 

mankind to be “fellow-heirs” with them in the capacity of their adopted 

children or seed, through Christ, the great promised personal seed. The 

purpose is consummated in that age of the world’s history which has been 

divinely represented by the seventh trumpet, when “the mystery of God 

shall be finished”—the chief detail of which consists of this: “Thy wrath 

is come, and the time of the dead that they should be judged, and that thou 
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shouldst give reward to Thy servants the prophets (which include 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—Psa. 105:15) and to the saints, and to them 

that fear Thy name, small and great, and that Thou shouldst destroy them 

that destroy the earth” (Rev. 11:18). At this time, “many shall come from 

the east, and from the west, and from the north, and from the south, and 

shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of God” 

(Matt. 8:11). To maintain that at such a time, the Gentiles of the by-ways 

and hedges only will appear with Christ in glory, is not only “distinctly 

unscriptural,” but subversive of the whole plan of God’s salvation through 

justification by faith. 

 

This is, if possible, still more apparent when we consider the case of 

David. God invites all men who “will” to become partaker of “the sure 

mercies of David, saying, “Ho, every one that thirsteth come ye to the 

waters . . . incline your ear and come unto Me: hear and your soul shall 

live, and I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the sure 

mercies of David” (Is. 55:1–3). Can it be that God means that David 

himself is to be excluded from the mercies covenanted to him, while the 

mere stragglers from the east, west, north, and south are to feast on them? 

The thought is utterly inconsistent with David’s own expressions and 

God’s promises. David says in his “last words:” “He hath made WITH ME 

an everlasting covenant ordered in all things and sure, for this is all my 

saltvation and all my desire, although (at the time of writing) he make it 

not to grow” (2 Sam. 23:5). What covenant this is all know who know the 

gospel of the kingdom. It is the covenant of the throne to His Son (the 

Messiah) in whose hands “it will be established for ever as the moon and 

as a faithful witness in heaven” (Psa. 89:35–7; 2 Sam. 7:13–16; Luke 

1:32).  

 

Jesus is this son, as we know. Hence “the key of David” is one of his 

functional possessions—(Rev. 3:7)—power to open the house of David 

which is destined to be rebuilt in the earth (Amos 9:11). When so rebuilt, 

it is God’s pledge to David that he himself will be there (Psa. 132:17–18; 

2 Sam. 7:16; Ezek, 34:23–24). Hence his hope is identified with the return 

of mercy to Zion: “Thou shalt arise and have mercy upon Zion: for the 

time to favour her, yea, the set time is come . . . When the Lord shall build 

up Zion, he shall appear in his glory.” Hence his prayer, in which all the 

servants of God can join: “Remember me, O Lord, with the favour which 

Thou bearest unto Thy people. O, visit me with Thy salvation, that I MAY 

SEE the good of Thy chosen, that I MAY REJOICE IN THE GLADNESS of Thy 

nation, that I MAY GLORY WITH Thine inheritance” (Psa. 106:4–5).  

 

How unspeakably inharmonious with such elementary features of the truth 

is the idea that David is not to come forth to see the glory of his re-

established house in the presence of his son, but that certain beggars of the 
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Gentiles who have been invited to share in David’s mercies are to flaunt 

themselves forth to his exclusion. The idea is not only “distinctly 

unscriptural,” but monstrously so — lacking even the faintest semblance 

of a principle in any form to justify the suggestion, for why should adopted 

barbarians of the Gentiles be thus exalted over “the man after God’s own 

heart.” Will it be said that they belong to Christ, and that David does not? 

If David belong not to Christ how can he be saved at all, since it is by 

Christ that the resurrection of the dead comes? If he belong to Christ will 

he not be as precious to Christ as any of the prisoners of hope that are 

summoned to leave the pit wherein there is no water at his appearing and 

his kingdom? (Zech. 9:11–12). Will it be said that David was a sinner and 

that the adopted barbarians are not?—that the “dead in trespasses and in 

sins” need no forgiveness? 

 

Then consider the faithful in Israel in general, who by this suggestion are 

to be absent from “the day of the manifestation of the sons of God.” Their 

hopes in relation to the kingdom of God at the coming of Christ are as 

distinctly expressed as ever are the hopes of those who by this argument 

are narrowly described as “Christ’s household.” There is no statement 

concerning the latter that is not affirmable of the former. They are all dealt 

with as a class in Heb. 11. Of them all, the principle is laid down that “the 

just shall live by faith.” What this faith is is defined—the conviction of 

things hoped for—things not seen (as yet). It is declared that without this 

faith, “it is impossible to please God.” But those whom Paul enumerates 

had it. It is the first statement of the chapter: “by it (faith) the elders 

obtained a good report.” Therefore they pleased God. If so, what follows? 

That, like Abraham, their faith was counted for righteousness through 

which they obtained forgiveness and heirship of the promises. Of Enoch 

in particular it is stated (verse 5) that “he had this testimony that he pleased 

God,” and to such a degree that “he was translated that he should not see 

death.” Here is the exaltation of one of them in advance of “Christ’s 

household.”  

 

As a class they are held up as our examples. We are exhorted by Paul to 

become “followers of them who through faith and patience inherit the 

promises.” How “distinctly unscriptural” to suggest that we only are to 

attain to salvation at the coming of Christ, and that they are to be kept 

waiting in the darkness of death till some less honourable time. It is 

affirmed of Moses, as the explanation of his course in Egypt, that “he had 

respect unto the recompense of the reward.” This is the very consideration 

that Paul places before “Christ’s household.” “Cast not away your 

confidence which hath great recompense of reward” (Heb. 10:35). In the 

next verse, this is said to be “receiving the promise,” and in the next again, 

it is associated with the coming of Christ thus: “for yet a little while, and 

he that shall come will come, and will not tarry.” Hence the hope of 
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“Christ’s household” is the hope of Moses: and the hope of Moses is the 

hope of all the prophets. They are all described as “the heirs of promise” 

(Heb. 6:17). The “time of the dead” is the time of them all, “that thou 

shouldst give reward unto thy servants the prophets, AND to them that fear 

thy name, small and great.” Those who preceded “Christ’s household” in 

the times of the law are therefore spoken of as “a cloud of witnesses” 

whose attainments are held up for our imitation. 

 

Daniel is one of them, though not named: he is referred to in verse 33. 

Now, to him it was expressly stated that he would share in the inheritance 

to be bestowed on the servants of God at the appearing of Christ in the 

time of the end. “Go thou thy way, Daniel; for thou shalt rest, and thou 

shalt stand in thy lot AT THE END OF THE DAYS” (Dan. 12:12). The days 

referred to are the 1335 days of the immediate context. That this standing 

in the lot or inheritance at the end of the days after a period of rest involves 

resurrection, is evident from verse 2: “Many of them that sleep in the dust 

of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life.” 

 

What is thus expressly taught of Daniel is affirmed in other ways of all the 

faithful in Israel during the times of the prophets. The testimony 

commences so early as the days of Enoch: “Behold the Lord cometh with 

ten thousand of HIS SAINTS.” To Abraham: “Thy seed shall possess the 

gate of his enemies.” “The children of the promise are counted for the 

seed” (Rom. 9:8), and include all who are of Abraham’s faith before or 

since the coming of Christ. This testimony requires them to be present at 

the transference of power from the enemy to Christ. In the times of 

Samuel: “He will keep the feet of his saints, and the wicked shall be silent 

in darkness.” DAVID: “The afflicted people Thou wilt save.” “Wait on the 

Lord and keep His way, and He shall exalt thee to inherit the land. When 

the wicked are cut off THOU SHALT SEE IT.” ISAIAH: “It shall be said in that 

day, Lo, this is our God, we have waited for Him: we will be glad and 

rejoice in HIS SALVATION.”  

 

What day this is the 8th verse settles, namely, the day when God will 

“swallow up death in victory: and wipe away tears.” Paul informs us this 

is fulfilled “at the last trump” (1 Cor. 15:50). It is a day when Israel’s dead 

awake (Is. 26:19). That these include the contemporaries of Isaiah is 

evident from the message addressed to some of them: “Your brethren that 

hated you, that cast you out for My name’s sake, said Let the Lord be 

glorified, but HE SHALL APPEAR to your joy, and they shall be ashamed. . . 

as one whom his mother comforteth, so will I comfort you: and ye shall be 

comforted in Jerusalem . . . for behold the Lord will come,” &c. So also 

in Malachi’s days we read of a class who were impatient of the prosperity 

of the wicked, and of another class, of whom it is said in contrast to them, 

“Then they that feared the Lord spake often one to another, and the Lord 
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hearkened and heard, and a book of remembrance was written before Him 

for them that feared the Lord and that thought upon His name. And they 

shall be mine saith the Lord IN THAT DAY when I shall make up my jewels.” 

That this day is a day of judgment upon the wicked, and the day of the 

Lord’s coming is shown by what immediately follows: “For behold the 

day cometh that shall burn as an oven, and the proud, yea, and all that do 

wickedly shall be stubble, and the day that cometh shall burn them up, that 

it shall leave them neither root nor branch. But unto you that fear my name 

shall THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS arise with healing in his beams, and ye 

shall go forth and grow up as calves of the stall,” &c. 

 

No plainer things than these are anywhere affirmed of “Christ’s 

household,” as regards their entrance into life and the kingdom of God. 

When we read in Daniel that “the saints of the Most High shall take the 

kingdom,” we read of the class to whom Daniel belonged, and of whom 

David speaks when he says: “Let the saints be joyful in glory; . . . to 

execute the judgment written; this honour have all his saints.” That they 

include those adopted into the family of God from among the Gentiles by 

the preaching of the gospel is true; that they consist only of them to the 

exclusion of the “remnant according to the election of grace,” which God 

reserved for himself in all the generations of Israel, is “distinctly 

unscriptural” and utterly inconsistent with the whole scope of God’s 

method and the revealed principle of His action in the case, which leads 

Him to “choose him that is godly for Himself” (Ps. 4:3) without reference 

to age or country or nation. All such to Him are equally precious: they are 

“his jewels” by His own figure of speech in Malachi: and His purpose is 

to “make them up,” to collect them into one body; to “gather together in 

one the children of God that are scattered abroad” (Jno. 11:52) “not of that 

nation only.” They are in fact “one body.”  

 

This is peculiarly the doctrine that Paul takes pains to enforce, as the 

revelation of the mystery that had been bid for ages: “That the Gentiles 

should be FELLOW HEIRS, and of the same body, and partakers of his 

promise in Christ by the gospel” (Eph. 3:6). What Christ accomplished in 

his death he says was that he “made BOTH (Jew and Gentile) ONE, and hath 

broken down the middle wall of partition between us, having abolished in 

his flesh the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in 

ordinances, for to make in himself of two ONE NEW MAN, so making peace, 

and that he might reconcile BOTH unto God in one body by the Cross” 

(Eph. 2:14–16). That this effect was retrospective in its action, going back 

and embracing all the children of faith in the times of the law would follow 

as a matter of course, even if we were not told it for time makes no 

difference to God in the application of the principles on which He acts. 

But we are expressly informed that this was the case; that Christ died, not 

only for the sins of the believers generated by the apostolic labours, but 
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also “for the redemption of the transgressions THAT WERE UNDER THE 

FIRST COVENANT, that they which are called might receive the promise of 

eternal inheritance” (Heb. 9:15). 

 

The mistake of the questioner—(which has results so serious) lies in a 

wrong understanding of the phrase “Christ’s household.” It is supposed 

that this phrase defines the believing community that resulted from the 

preaching of the gospel as distinguished from believers who lived in the 

times of the law. It is not so. The contrast is with “Cæsar’s household,’ or 

the house (or children) of the devil. The contrast is with a contemporary 

and rival household and not with anything divine that went before. The 

children of God are one house in all ages. The later ones are “built upon 

the foundation of” the former ones, or by another scriptural figure, 

“graffed upon the root and fatness of the original stock.” The “household 

of faith” and the “household of God” are interchangeable terms and go 

back to the very beginning of things, defining all in every place who 

pleased God by faith and obedience. When Paul says of the earlier 

members of the house that “they without us should not be made perfect,” 

he does not mean that we without them shall be made perfect, as the 

question pre-supposes, but that we shall all be glorified together. The 

glorification of the earlier ones has been put off while the whole number 

of the chosen is being completed, which is “a better thing” that God has 

provided for the later believers than if he had consummated His purpose 

with the earlier ones without waiting for the later ones. 

 

The law and the gospel are two dispensations but men of faith during the 

two dispensations are the same—one justified by faith and the other 

justified “through the faith:” hence one body having one hope, who will 

form one assembly when the day of their common salvation arrives. A 

theory which would divide them into two, and put one below the other, is 

to be reprobated as not only “distinctly unscriptural” but monstrously 

subversive of the system of the one faith. 

 

Our ideas of the first resurrection and “the rest of the dead,” must be 

strictly subordinated to these “first principles of the oracles of God.” There 

is such a thing as a “right division” of the word of truth, and such a thing 

being “unskilful in the word of righteousness.” These are both scripturally 

recognised. We must remember this in our endeavours to reconcile 

apparent conflict, because of the danger of reconciling things on the wrong 

side. Those distinctly fall into this mistake who, on the strength of 

Apocalyptic expressions, pre-eminently calling for “wisdom” in their 

understanding (as the Spirit of God clearly and frequently indicates 

throughout the Apocalypse) derange and turn upside down the whole 

scheme of Scripture revelation in the plainer writings of Moses and the 

prophets.  
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While some sympathy will be felt for those who fall into this mistake, 

since it is attributable to their desire to accept truth, it cannot be conceded 

that there is real cause for it, since the expressions that cause them to 

stumble are distinctly susceptible of understanding in harmony with the 

things which they deny. To “rise at the first resurrection” (which is not the 

Apocalyptic form of words) is manifestly much more than the mere re-

appearance of a dead man from the ground at the appearing of Christ The 

Apocalyptic definition of the matter is to “have part in the first 

resurrection.” This is a different thing, though involving emergence from 

death. A man may emerge from death at that time, and NOT “have part in” 

the first resurrection. To “have part in the first resurrection” is to “live 

(immortally) and reign with Christ.” This is what John saw; it is what he 

applied the phrase to. He said, “This is the first resurrection,” that is, the 

state of things which he saw and described as “thrones and them that sat 

on them who lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.” “Blessed 

and holy,” he afterwards said, “is he that hath part in this.” Have “the 

unfaithful” part in this state of things? Are not Peter’s words to Simon 

Magus the answer: “Thou hast neither part nor lot in the matter.” The 

unfaithful emerge at this time, but have no part in the kingdom which the 

faithful are invited to inherit. When John saw the saints living and reigning 

in the first resurrection, the unfaithful had disappeared. They were not in 

the question except as affording a contrast with those who had been called 

and chosen for “the marriage supper of the Lamb.” On them “the second 

death had no power;” on the other class, the second death hath power. If 

they had had “part in” the first resurrection, it would have had no power 

on them. The blessedness of them that “have part” in the first resurrection 

consists in this that they are exempt from the hurtful effect of a 

dispensation that destroys those who have no part in it.  

 

If we were to understand it as excluding “Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,” we 

should have to accept the monstrous inference that on them and all others 

“the second death” would have power. In truth, the contrast is not with 

another resurrection at another time, but with those who, coming forth at 

the same time, are found unworthy of a part in the first resurrection, which 

is the resurrection of the pre-eminently honourable and distinguished. The 

glorified body of Christ is developed by the first resurrection. In it are 

“Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets,” and “the saints and 

all that have feared the name of God, small and great,” from the beginning 

of time—“all the children of God scattered abroad.” They come out of 

great tribulation. Their probation, one and all, has been in times of 

darkness and difficulty. Their exaltation is correspondingly great. They are 

corporately the spouse of the Beloved, in union with whom they bring 

forth a happy family for God during the reign of the thousand years. This 

family appears on the scene in smiling times of peace and privilege. At 
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first mortal, they attain to life, but not “till the thousand years are finished,” 

and their attainment will never be to the position occupied by the body of 

Christ. Christ and His Bride will be the chiefest of the family of God 

throughout the endless ages of glory. “Blessed and holy,” then, in a 

peculiar sense, will he be who hath part in the first resurrection: in addition 

to the blessedness of escaping the “fiery indignation which shall devour” 

all who are adjudged unworthy of a part therein.  

 

“The rest of the dead” lived not till the thousand years are finished. To 

make this mean “Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the prophets,” is 

impossible: such an interpretation is absolutely inexcusable in the 

presence of alternative understandings of the matter that easily harmonise 

with “the whole counsel of God.” “No more admission to life eternal till 

the thousand years are finished” is a fact self-manifest apart from the 

phrase: may not the phrase be an expression of the fact? The occurrence 

of the word “again” interferes a little with this application; but the 

genuineness of this word is doubtful, on account of its absence from the 

earliest MSS. Its absence opens the way for the sense of verse four being 

continued in verse five: “They (who have part, &c.) lived and reigned,” 

that is, lived immortally. “The rest of the dead lived not,” that is, lived not 

immortally. Even if this should be felt to be unsatisfactory, the door is still 

open for a meaning that leaves Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and all the 

prophets in their place as heirs of the kingdom. Suppose it be insisted upon 

that “the rest of the dead” means a balance of unraised responsible dead 

left still in their graves at the commencement of the kingdom, it cannot be 

that these should include any of the heirs of life; for the “blessedness and 

holiness” of having a part in the resurrection at this time is made to consist 

of imperviousness to the second death. This would imply (on this 

construction) that “the rest” consisted of those on whom the second death 

would have power, which would be enough to exempt any of the friends 

of God from their number. 

 

Nothing must be allowed to interfere with the apostolic, fundamental, and 

wholesome fact that we must all stand before the judgment seat of Christ 

at his appearing, and that at that time, “Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and all 

the prophets” will be first in the kingdom, and that God will reward every 

man at that time with a place in His glorious kingdom, who has in his day 

and generation, feared and glorified His name by the faith and obedience 

which He has required at the hands of the sons of Adam. 
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THINGS NEW AND OLD FROM THE 

TREASURES OF THE SPIRIT 

BY F. R. SHUTTLEWORTH. 

Divine Order 

THE order of Christ’s offices are as follows: prophet, priest and king: 

prophet during the days of his flesh, priest during his temporary absence 

at the Father’s right hand, and king when he returns to occupy David’s 

throne. During the latter administration he will sustain the threefold 

character of King of the house of David, Priest after the order of 

Melchizedek and Prophet like to Moses. 

 

The order of the resurrection is Christ the first-fruits, afterwards they who 

are Christ’s at his coming, and lastly the “rest of the dead” at the end of 

the thousand years—(1 Cor. 15:23; Rev. 20:5). 

 

The order of development in the resurrection is: first, the natural and then 

the spiritual. First, the corruptible, dishonourable and weak; and, 

afterwards the powerful, deathless and glorious. 

 

The order of spiritual gifts, in the apostolic ecclesias was, “first apostles, 

secondarily, prophets; thirdly, teachers. After that, miracles; then gifts of 

healing, helps, governments, diversities of tongues”—(1 Cor. 12:28). 

 

The order which will be observed in the summoning of Christ’s house at 

his appearing, will be as follows: “the dead in Christ shall rise first; then 

those which are alive and remain will be caught away together with 

them”—(1 Thess. 4:17). 

 

In the adoption or sonship which we have by Christ, the following order is 

observed: first, the birth out of water, to be followed by probation, and, 

afterwards (at the resurrection) the birth of the Spirit, to be succeeded by 

the kingdom. 

 

The order of gospel principles is: first, faith, repentance, baptism, 

resurrection and aionian judgment; after that, the adding to of virtue, 

knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, kindness, love, and the going 

on unto perfection—(Heb. 6:1, 2; 2 Pet. 1:5, 7). 

 

The order of the calling by the gospel was “to the Jew first, and also to the 

Greek.” Again, the dispensation of glory, honour and immortality is to be 

upon the same principle. And again, in the award of indignation and wrath, 
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the same order is to be observed: “to the Jew first, and also to the 

Gentile”—(Rom. 1:16; 2:9, 10). 

 

The order in which the rejected and the accepted will be dealt with at the 

judgment seat is indicated in the following words: “Gather ye together first 

the tares and bind them in bundles to burn them; but gather the wheat into 

my barn”—(Matt. 13:30). 

 

Order is a principle observed in the development of the harvest of heirs for 

the kingdom: as Jesus says, “first the blade, then the ear, after that the full 

corn in the ear”—(Mark 4:28). Jesus is a first fruit of the full corn. There 

were earlier stages of the work, exemplified in the production of Isaac and 

the birth of Solomon; both of which were eminent prefigurements of him 

who was to come—the first as to his divine paternity, and the second as to 

his royal rights and majesty. 

 

There is order in the commandments, for there is the first and the second, 

in which it is shown that before all other things is the love of God, and 

after that the love of man—(Matt. 22:38). 

 

There was order in the creation of the first human pair, for it is written that 

“Adam was first formed, then Eve”—(1 Tim. 2:13). 

 

Exquisite order characterized the Mosaic arrangement: first, everything 

was made according to the patterns supplied to Moses from heaven; next, 

everything was regulated with the utmost regard to the effectual working 

of every part. Every man had his place and work assigned to him to the 

number of 22,000; as it is said, “every one according to his service, and 

every one according to his burden.” And again, the work of one order was 

made so to fit into another that there was no confusion or loss of time: as 

it is written, “the Koathites set forward bearing the sanctuary, and the 

others (the Gershonites and the Merarites) did set up the tabernacle against 

they came”—(Num. 10:21). 

 

The six days’ creation was an orderly development of the things which are 

seen. Divine power operating (by angel elohim) upon pre-existent but 

unorganised substance, changed the chaotic, lifeless, dark, and void 

condition into a world teeming with endless forms of being, fruitful in 

every kind of herbage, radiant with circling seasons, and governed by 

alternating day and night. The order of procedure for the first three days 

consisted of the following separations, viz., light from darkness, water 

from water (by which clouds were formed) and land from water (by which 

come earth and seas); added to which the earth was empowered to bring 

forth grass, herb and fruit. Then following upon this, there was sunshine 

and moonlight, and, subsequently, the generation of creatures inhabiting 
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the sea and air, and, finally, the creation of man and beast, and every 

creeping form of existence—the whole being succeeded by a Sabbath of 

refreshing rest.   

 

THE FORMATION OF MAN 

“Out of the ground wast thou taken; for dust thou art.” 
 
That “the sabbath was made for man, and not man for the sabbath”, is a 

truth of general application to all the institutions of God. Upon this 

principle, man was not made for religion, but religion was made for him. 

If this be true, then it follows that it was adapted to man as God had formed 

him. Hence, the institutions of religion, if it be of God, will always be 

found in harmony with his constitution and not at variance with it. They 

are devised as a remedy, for certain irregularities which have invaded his 

intellectual and moral nature; by which, phenomena have been 

superinduced which are destructive of his being. Now the exact adaptation 

of the Bible religion to the curative indications suggested by the 

intellectual, moral, and physical infirmities of human nature, which 

everyone who understands it cannot fail to perceive, proves that the mind 

which framed it is divine; and that the religion of the scriptures, and the 

constitution of man, are the work of one and the same Creator. God is truly 

the only wise physician, whose practice is based upon perfect knowledge; 

for He alone (and they to whom He hath revealed it) knows “what  is in 

man”. Hence, no incongruities are discoverable in “His way” when His 

method of cure is understood. 

 

In medicine, a scientific practice is directed, and founded, upon a 

knowledge of the structure or mechanism of the body, the motive power 

thereof, and of the functions which are manifested by the working of this 

power on its several parts. The absence of this knowledge in a 

professional, constitutes empiricism; and is one cause of such vast 

multitudes “dying”, as it is said, “of the doctor”. Being ignorant of the 

motive power of the living creature, they are as unsuccessful in correcting 

its irregularities as a watchmaker, who was ignorant of the principles and 

laws by which a timepiece was moved, would be in rectifying its errors. 

Now this may be taken in illustration of the predicament of others who 

undertake the “cure of souls”. To treat these as “a work-man that needeth 

not to be ashamed”, a man should be acquainted with “souls” as God hath 

formed and constituted them. He should know what “a living soul” is; what 

its condition in a healthy state; what the peculiar morbid affection under 

which it languishes; what the nature of the cure indicated; and what the 

divinely appointed means by which the indications may be infallibly 

fulfilled. An attempt to “cure souls” without understanding the 
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constitution of man as revealed by Him who created him, is mere 

theological experimentalism; and as bootless, and more fatally destructive 

than the empiricism of the most ignorant pretenders to the healing art. 

What! men undertake to “cure souls” and not to know what a soul is; or to 

imagine it a something, which it is admitted cannot be demonstrated by 

“the testimony of God”. This is like pretending to repair a timepiece 

without knowing what constitutes a watch or clock, or while imagining it 

to be a musical box, or any other conceivable thing. 

 

Speculation has assumed that the soul is something in the human body 

capable of living out of the body, and of eating, drinking, feeling, tasting, 

smelling, thinking, singing, and so forth; and of the same essence as God 

Himself. In times past some have busied themselves in calculating how 

many such souls could stand on the point of a needle; a problem, however, 

which still remains unsolved. A vast deal is said in “sermons” and systems 

about this idea; about its supposed nature, its wonderful capacity, its 

infinite value, its immortality, and its destiny. I shall not, however, trouble 

the reader with it. We have to do with “the law and the testimony”; and as 

they are altogether silent about such a supposed existence, we shall not 

occupy our pages in superadding to the obsolete print concerning its 

attributes, which has already merged into the oblivion of the past. I allude 

to so much as this, because it is made the foundation corner-stone, as it 

were, of those experimental systems of spiritual cure, which are so popular 

with the world, and so utterly exclusive and proscriptive of the divine 

method. 

 

Upon the supposition of the existence of this kind of a soul in the human 

body are based the current notions of heaven, hell, immortality, infant 

salvation, purgatory, saint-worship, Mariolatry, spiritual millenniumism, 

metempsychosis, etc., etc. Its existence both in the body and out of the 

body being assumed, it is assumed also to be immortal. An immortal 

disembodied existence requires a dwelling place, because something must 

be somewhere; and, as it is said to be virtuous or vicious according to its 

supposed life in the body, and post mortem rewards and punishments are 

affirmed—this dwelling-place is exhibited as an elysium, or, as an 

orthodox poet sings, “a place of goblins damn’d”. 

 

To deter men from crime, and to move them to “get religion” that their 

souls may be cured of sin, frightful pictures are painted, sometimes on 

canvas, sometimes on the imagination, and sometimes sculptured on 

stones, of the crackling and sulphurous flames, hideous devils, and horrid 

shapes, which fill the Tartarian habitation of the immortal ghosts of 

wicked men. This destiny of condemned ghosts was a part of the “vain 

philosophy” of the Greeks and Romans before the advent of Christ. It was 

introduced into the churches of the saints soon after “God granted 
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repentance to the Gentiles”. But, as the apostles taught the resurrection of 

the mortal body, the dogmatism of the Greeks was variously modified. 

Some admitted the resurrection of the dead; but, as it interfered with their 

hypothesis about souls, they said it was already past; and consequently, 

that “there is no resurrection of the dead”. This gentilizing the hope of the 

gospel filled Paul with zeal, and caused him to pen the fifteenth chapter of 

his first letter to the Corinthians to counteract its pernicious influence. He 

wrote to Timothy to put him on his guard against it; and styles the 

gentilisms, “profane vain babblings; and oppositions of science falsely so 

called”. He exhorts him to shun them, and “not to strive about words to no 

profit”; for they “would eat as doth a canker”. 

 

If there were no other evidence in Paul’s writings of inspiration, this 

prediction would be sufficient to establish it. It has come to pass exactly 

as he foretold it. The dogma of an immortal soul in mortal sinful flesh has 

eaten out the marrow and fatness, the flesh and sinew, of the doctrine of 

Christ; and has left behind only an ill-conditioned and ulcerated skeleton 

of Christianity, whose dry bones rattle in the “winds of doctrine” that are 

blowing around us, chopping and changing to every point of the compass. 

The apostles taught two resurrections of the dead; one at “the 

manifestation of his presence” (τῃ̂ ἐηιφανείᾳ τη̂̂̓ς παρουαίας αὐτου)̂—TÉ 

EPIPHANEIA   tēs parousias autou), the other, at the delivering up of the 

kingdom to God at the endb of the dispensation of the fulness of times. But 

this did not suit the theory of dogmatists. They resolved the first into what 

they term “a glorious resurrection of spiritual life in the soul”; and the 

second, into a re-union of disembodied ghosts with their old mortalities to 

be sent back whence they came. In this way they reduce the second 

resurrection to a very useless and superfluous affair. Their systems send 

“souls” to their account as soon as death strikes the bodies down. Some 

torment them in purgatory, or in an intermediate state; others send them 

direct into unmitigated punishment; while both, after they have suffered 

for thousands of years before trial and conviction, reunite them to their 

bodies; and if it be asked for what purpose? system replies, “to be judged!” 

Punish souls first and judge them after! This is truly human, but it is 

certainly not divine justice. The truth is, that this article of the creed is 

brought in to defend “orthodoxy” against the imputation of denying the 

resurrection of the body, which would be a very inconvenient charge in 

the face of the testimony of God. But this will not avail; for, to believe 

dogmas that make the resurrection of the mortal body unnecessary and 

absurd is equivalent to a denial of it. In saying that there was no future 

resurrection, Paul charged the Corinthians with the mortal sin of 

repudiating the resurrection of Jesus; “for”, said he, “if the dead rise not”, 

as ye say, “then Christ is not raised”. Their heresy ate out this truth, which 

stands or falls with the reality of the “first resurrection” at his coming. 
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The question of “infant salvation” and “non-elect infant damnation”, also 

rests upon the dogma before us. “Orthodoxy” sends some infants to hell 

and some to heaven; though many “orthodox” persons are getting heartily 

ashamed of this part of the creed. The apprehension of the damnation of 

their “immortal souls” on account of “original sin”, has given rise to the 

Romish conceit of the rhantismal regeneration of infants by the Holy Spirit 

in the scattering of a few drops of water upon the face, and the use of a 

certain form of words. This has been recently declared to be regenerative 

of infant souls by an English court of law! This question was actually 

gravely discussed by bishops, priests, lawyers and ministers, in the year of 

grace 1849! So true is it that “great men are not always wise; neither do 

the aged understand judgment”. 

 

As far as the infant is itself concerned, this Romish ceremony is of no 

importance, for it does it neither good nor harm. In one sense, however, 

the subject of “the ordinance” is deeply injured. He is indoctrinated by 

system into the notion that he was truly baptized when rhantismally 

“regenerated”: and, therefore, when he is grown he troubles himself no 

more about the matter. Alas, what havoc the apostasy has made with the 

doctrine of Christ! Believers’ baptism transmuted into rhantizing an 

unconscious babe for the regeneration of its “immortal soul”! Would such 

a thing ever have been thought of but for the Nicolaitan “oppositions of 

science” “which”, says the Lord Jesus, “I hate”? I trow not. 

 

How important, then, it is that we should have a scriptural understanding 

of the constitution of man. If it should appear by an exposition of the truth, 

that there is no such kind of soul in the universe as that conceited by the 

pagan Greeks and Romans, and gentilized into the doctrine of the apostles 

by contemporary perverters of the gospel, the faith and hope of which it 

hath ulcerously consumed—and handed down to us by “orthodox 

divines”—and fondled in these times as an essential ingredient of a true 

faith:—what becomes of the “cure of souls” by the dogmatical specifics 

of the day? They are resolved into theological empiricism, which is 

destined to recede like darkness before the orient brightness of the rising 

truth. 

 

Let us then endeavour to understand ourselves as God has revealed our 

nature in His word. On the sixth day, the Elohim gave the word, saying, 

“Let us make man in our image, after our likeness”. In this word was life, 

spirit, or energy. “It was God. All things were made by it, and without it 

was not anything made that was made.” Hence, says Elihu, “the Spirit of 

God hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty hath given me life”; 

or, as Moses testifies, “the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, 

and breathed into his nostrils the breath of lives; and man became a LIVING 

SOUL”. 
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Now, if it be asked, what do the scriptures define “a living soul” to be?—

the answer is, a living natural, or animal, body, whether of birds, beasts, 

fish or men. The phrase living creature is the exact synonym of living soul. 

The Hebrew words nephesh chayiah are the signs of the ideas expressed 

by Moses. Nephesh signifies creature, also life, soul, or breathing frame, 

from the verb to breathe: chayiah is of life—a noun from the verb to live. 

Nephesh chayiah is the genus which includes all species of living 

creatures; namely, Adam, man; beme, beast of the field; chitu, wild beast; 

remesh, reptile; and ouph, fowl, etc. In the common version of the 

scriptures, it is rendered living soul; so that under this form of expression 

the scriptures speak of “all flesh” which breathes in air, earth, and sea. 

 

Writing about body, the apostle says, “There is a natural body and there is 

a spiritual body”. But, he does not content himself with simply declaring 

this truth; he goes further, and proves it by quoting the words of Moses, 

saying, “For so it is written, the first man Adam was made into a living 

soul—εἰς ψυχὴν ζωσ̂αν; and then adds, “the last Adam into a spirit giving 

life, εἰς πνευ̂μα ζωοποιουν̂”.  Hence, in another place, speaking of the 

latter, he says of him. “Now the Lord is the spirit—ὁ δὲ χὺριος τὸ πνευ̂μἀ 

ἐστιν. And we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory 

of the Lord, are changed into his image from glory into glory, as by the 

Lord the Spirit—ἀπό χυρίου πνέυματος”. 

 

The proof of the apostle’s proposition that there is a natural body as 

distinct from a spiritual body, lies in the testimony, that “Adam was made 

into a living soul”; showing that he considered a natural, or animal body, 

and a living soul, as one and the same thing. If he did not, then there was 

no proof in the quotation, of what he affirmed. 

 

A man then is a body of life in the sense of his being an animal, or living 

creature—nephesh chayiah adam. As a natural man, he has no other pre-

eminence over the creatures God made than what his peculiar organization 

confers upon him. Moses makes no distinction between him and them; for 

he styles them all living souls, breathing the breath of lives. Thus, literally 

rendered, he says, “The Elohim said, The waters shall produce abundantly 

sheretz chayiah nephesh, the reptile living soul”; and again, “kal nephesh, 

chayiah erameshat, every living soul creeping”. In another verse, “Let the 

earth bring forth nephesh chayiah, the living soul after its kind, cattle, and 

creeping thing, and beast of the earth”, etc.; and “lekol rumesh ol eretz 

asher bu nephesh chayiah, to every thing creeping upon the earth which 

(has) in it living breath”, that is, breath of lives. And lastly, “Whatsoever 

Adam called nephesh chayiah, the living soul, that was the name thereof”. 
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Quadrupeds and men, however, are not only “living souls” but they are 

vivified by the same breath and spirit. In proof of this, I remark first, that 

the phrase “breath of life” in the text of the common version is neshemet 

chayim in the Hebrew; and that, as chayim is in the plural, it should be 

rendered breath of lives. Secondly, this neshemet chayim is said to be in 

the inferior creatures as well as in man. Thus, God said, “I bring a flood of 

waters upon the earth to destroy all flesh wherein is ruach chayim, spirit 

of live”. And in another place, “They went in to Noah into the ark, two 

and two of all flesh, in which is ruach chayim, spirit of lives ”. “And all 

flesh died that moved upon the earth, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of 

beast, and of every creeping thing, and every man; all in whose nostrils 

was neshemet ruach chayim, BREATH OF SPIRIT OF LIVES”. Now, as I have 

said, it was the neshemet, chayim with which Moses testifies God inflated 

the nostrils of Adam; if, therefore, this were divina particula auræ, particle 

of the divine essence, as it is affirmed, which became the “immortal soul” 

in man, then all other animals have “immortal souls” likewise; for they all 

received “breath of spirit of lives” in common with man. 

 

From these testimonies, I think, it must be obvious to the most unlearned, 

that the argument for the existence of an “immortal soul” in “sinful flesh”, 

hereditarily derived from the first sinner, predicated on the inspiration of 

his nostrils with “the breath of lives” by the Lord God, and the consequent 

application to him of the phrase “living soul”, if admitted as good logic, 

proves too much, and therefore nothing to the purpose. For if man be 

proved to be immortal in this sense, and upon such premises as these, then 

all quadrupeds are similarly immortal; which none, I suppose, but 

believers in the transmigration of souls, would be disposed to admit. 

 

The original condition of the animal world was “very good”. Unperverted 

by the production of evil, all its constituents fulfilled the purposes of its 

existence. Begotten of the same power, and formed from the substance of 

a common mother, they were all animated by the same spirit, and lived in 

peace and harmony together. Formed to be living breathing frames, though 

of different species, in God they lived, and moved, and had their continued 

being; and displayed His wisdom, power, and handiwork. 

 

But, to return to the philology of our subject, I remark that by a metonymy, 

or figure of speech in which the container is put for the thing contained, 

and vice-versa, nephesh, “breathing frame”, is put for neshemet ruach 

chayim, which, when in motion, the frame respires. Hence, nephesh 

signifies “life”, also “breath” and “soul”—Life, or those mutually 

effective, positive and negative principles in all living creatures, whose 

closed circuits cause motion of and in their frames. These principles or 

qualities, perhaps, of the same thing, are styled by Moses Ruach Elohim, 

or Spirit of Him “who only hath immortality, dwelling in the light which 
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no man can approach unto, which no man hath seen, nor can see”, and 

which, when the word was spoken by “the Holy Gods”, first caused a 

motion upon the waters, and afterwards disengaged the light, evolved the 

expanse, aggregated the waters, produced vegetation, manifested the 

celestial universe, vitalized the breathing frames of the dry land, expanse, 

and seas; and formed man in their image and likeness. This ruach, or spirit, 

is neither the Uncreated One who dwells in light, the Lord God, nor the 

Elohim, His co-workers, who co-operated in the elaboration of the natural 

world. It was the instrumental principle by which they executed the 

commission of the glorious INCREATE to erect this earthly house, and 

furnish it with living souls of every species. 

 

It is this ruach, or instrumentally formative power, together with the 

neshemeh or breath, which keeps them all from perishing, or returning to 

the dust. Thus, “If God set His heart against man, He will withdraw to 

himself ruachu veneshmetu, i.e., his spirit and his breath; all flesh shall 

perish together, and man shall turn again to dust”. In another place, “By 

the neshemet el, or breath of God, frost is given.” Speaking of reptiles and 

beasts, David saith, “Thou withdrawest ruachem, i.e., their spirit—they 

die; and to their dust they return. Thou sendest forth ruhech, i.e., thy 

spirit—they are created”. And again, “Whither shall I fly, meruhech, from 

thy spirit”. 

 

From these testimonies it is manifest that the ruach or spirit is all 

pervading. It is in heaven, in sheol, or the dust of the deepest hollow, in 

the uttermost depths of the sea, in the darkness, in the light, and in all 

things animate, and without life. It is a universal principle in the broadest, 

or rather, in an illimitable sense. It is the substratum of all motion, whether 

manifested in the diurnal and ellipsoidal revolutions of the planets, in the 

flux and reflux of the sea, in the storms and tempests of the expanse, or in 

the organism of reptiles, cattle, beasts, fish, fowl, vegetables, or men. The 

atmospheric expanse is charged with it; but it is not the air: plants and 

animals of all species breathe it; but it is not their breath: yet without it, 

though filled with air, they would die. 

 

The atmosphere, which extends some forty-five miles in altitude, and 

encircles the globe, is styled the expanse, by Moses; and the breath of God, 

in Job. It is a compound body, consisting, when pure, of nitrogen and 

oxygen, in the proportion of 79 of the former and 21 of the latter, in 100 

parts. These are considered as simple bodies, because they have not yet 

been decomposed; though it is probable they have a base, which may be 

the ruach. This may exist free or combined with the elementary 

constituents of the neshemeh. Uncombined, it is that wonderful fluid, 

whose explosions are heard in the thunder, whose fiery bolts overthrow 

the loftiest towers, and rive the sturdy monarchs of the woods; and in less 
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intensity gives polarity to light, the needle, and the brain. These three 

together, the oxygen, nitrogen, and electricity, constitute “the breath“ and 

“spirit” of the lives of all God’s living souls. 

 

Thus, from the centre of the earth, and extending throughout all space in 

every direction, is the Ruach Elohim, the existence of which is 

demonstrable from the phenomena of the natural system of things. It 

penetrates where the neshermet el, or atmospheric air, cannot. When 

speaking, however, of the motivity and sustentation of organized dust, or 

souls, they are co-existent within them. In this case, the ruach Elohim 

becomes the ruach chayim, or “spirit of lives”; and the neshemet el, the 

neshemet chayim, or  “breath of lives”; and both combined in the 

elaboration and support of life, the neshemet ruach chayim, or “breath of 

the spirit of lives”. Living creatures, or souls, are not animated, as 

physiologists and speculative “divines” erroneously imagine, by “a vital 

principle”, capable of disembodied existence as the ghost of a man, or the 

transmigrating spectres of other animal species:—ghostly things, the laws 

and functions of which in the animal economy physiologists are unable to 

discover; and theologists are nonplussed to prove the existence of from the 

word of God. On the contrary, “souls” are “made living” by the coetaneous 

operation of the ruach chayim and neshemet chayim upon their organized 

tissues according to certain fixed laws. When the as yet occult laws of the 

all-pervading ruach, or spirit, shall be known, this subject will be 

understood; and men will then be as astonished at the ignorance of the 

“divines” and physiologists of this “cloudy and dark day”, respecting 

“living souls”, as we are at the notion of the ancients, that their ”immortal 

gods“ resided in the stocks and stones they so stupidly adored. This, 

however, is quite as reasonable a theory as that of “immortal souls” 

dwelling in sinners of Adam’s race. 

 

The ruach chayim and neshemet chayim are lent to the creatures of the 

natural world for the appointed period of their living existence. But, 

though lent to them, they are still God’s breath, and God’s spirit; 

nevertheless, to distinguish them from the expanse of air and spirit in their 

totality, they are sometimes styled, “the spirit of man”, and “the spirit of 

the beast”; or collectively, “the spirits of all flesh”, and “their breath”. 

Thus, it is written, “They have all one ruach, or spirit; so that man hath no 

pre-eminence over a beast; for all is vanity or vapour.” “All go to one 

place; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust again.” And in the sense of 

supplying to every living creature, or soul, “spirit” and “breath”, Jehovah 

is styled by Moses, “God of the spirits of all flesh”. 

 

Besides the ruach and neshemeh without, there are certain elementary 

principles, in a state of combination, within all living souls, which are 

related to them by fixed and appropriate laws, for the manifestation of 
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living actions. The light to the eye, and the eye to the light; so also, the 

breath and the spirit of God to the constituents of blood, and the blood to 

them. These, acting and re-acting upon each other in the lungs of all 

breathing frames, cause that motion throughout their structure which is 

termed life. The following testimonies will throw some light upon this part 

of our subject. 

 

“Flesh, be-nephesh-u, with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof, 

shall ye not eat.” This teaches that blood is the nephesh, or life of the flesh; 

hence it continues, “and surely your blood, lah-nephesh-tikam, for your 

lives will I require”. We often find life put for blood, and blood for life, as 

elsewhere in the context. “Be sure that thou eat not the blood, for the blood 

is the nephesh or life; and thou mayest not eat the life, nephesh, with the 

flesh.” But, to this it might be objected, that if the blood be the life, then 

so long as it is in the body it ought to live; on the contrary it dies with the 

blood in it. True. Moses, however, does not teach the dogma of an abstract 

vital principle; but life, the result and consequence of the decomposition 

and re-combination of the elements of certain compounds. The blood 

abstractly considered is not life; yet relatively, it is “the life of the flesh”. 

The following testimony will show the sense in which the phrase “the 

blood is the life” is used. “I will set my face against that soul that eateth 

blood. For the life of the flesh is IN the blood itself. I have given it to you 

upon the altar to make an atonement for nephesh-tikem, your lives: for it 

is the blood that atones, be-nephesh, for the soul” or life. “Whosoever 

catcheth any fowl that may be eaten, he shall even pour out the blood 

thereof, and cover it with dust. For it is the life of all flesh; the blood of it 

is for the life thereof. Ye shall eat the blood of no manner of flesh; for the 

life of all flesh is the blood thereof.” Nothing can be plainer than this. 

 

There are three kinds of living manifestations, which are characterized by 

the nature of the organization, or being, through which they occur. Hence, 

we have vegetable life, animal life, and incorruptible life. The last is 

immortality: because the body through which the life is manifested, being 

incorruptible, never wears out; so that being once put into motion by the 

spirit of God, it lives for ever. Vegetable and animal life, on the contrary, 

is terrainable or mortal; because the materials through which it is revealed 

are perishably organized. Mortality, then, is life manifested through a 

corruptible body; and immortality, life manifested through an 

incorruptible body. Hence, the necessity laid down in the saying of the 

apostle, “This corruptible body must put on incorruption, and this mortal 

put on immortality”, before death can be “swallowed up in victory”. This 

doctrine of “life and incorruptibility” (ζωὴ χαὶ ὰδθαρσία) was new to the 

Greeks and Romans; and brought to light only through the gospel of the 

kingdom and name of Jesus Christ. It was to them foolishness; and is to 
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the moderns incredible, because they understand not the glad tidings of the 

age to come. 

 

Incorruptible life might with equal propriety be styled spiritual life, as 

indicative of that with which spiritual bodies are endowed. But here I use 

not the word spiritual, lest it should be confounded with that intellectual 

and moral life a man possesses when the “incorruptible seed” of the 

kingdom takes root in his heart; and when, in “obedience of faith”, he 

passes from under the sentence of death to the sentence of justification 

unto life eternal. But, at present, we have to do with animal or natural life, 

which is all the life the fleshly sons of the first Adam can boast of. Enough, 

however, I think has been advanced to show the scriptural import of the 

text already quoted, that “the Lord God formed man, the dust of the 

ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of lives, and man became 

a living soul”.  

 

The simple, obvious, and undogmatic meaning of this, is, that the dust was 

first formed into “clay”, which was then modelled by Jehovah Elohim into 

the form of the soul called “man”, as a potter shapes the substance of his 

vessels. Thus, Elihu said to Job, “I also am formed out of the clay” and 

again, “We are the clay, and thou our potter; and we are all the work of 

thy hand”. The fashioning of the clay being accomplished in all its 

component parts, which in the aggregate constitute man; that is, the dust 

being animalized, and then organized, the next thing was to set all the parts 

of this exquisite mechanism into motion. This was effected by the inrush 

of the air through his nostrils into his lungs according to the natural laws. 

This phenomenon was the neshemet el, or “breath of God”, breathing into 

him; and as it was the pabulum of life to all creatures formed from the 

dust, it is very expressively styled “the breath of lives” in the plural 

number. Some imagine that Jehovah Elohim placed His mouth to the 

nostrils of the as yet clay-cold man-soul prostrate before Him, and so 

breathed into them. Be this as it may; of this, however, we are without 

doubt, that God breathes into every man at his birth the breath of lives to 

this day; and I see no scriptural reason why we should deny that He 

breathed it into Adam as He hath done into the nostrils of his posterity, 

namely, by the operation of the natural, or pneumatic, laws. Hitherto, man, 

though a soul formed from the ground, had been inanimate; but, as soon 

as he began to respire, like the embryo passing from fetal to infant life, he 

“became a living soul”, not an everliving, but simply nephesh chayiah, a 

living breathing frame, or body of life. 
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A Few Plain Questions about  

the Coming of Christ 
 

“An old disciple asks a few plain questions,” some of which might be a 

little plainer, and others ought to be understood even by a young disciple; 

nevertheless, we will endeavour to answer them briefly, and to the point:— 

 

1st.—“How will Christ come from heaven: what conveyance will he 

have?”  

A.  We do not know that he will have any ‘conveyance,’ but expect 

he will descend “in like manner as he ascended” (Acts 1:11; 1 

Thess. 4:16). 

 

2nd.—“Where will he come to?”  

A.   To that part of the earth known as the Holy Land, which is ‘his 

own’ (John 1:11; Zech. 14:4). 

3rd.—“Where will he get his saints from?”  

A.  From where they are, viz., in their graves, and a few living in 

  various parts of the world (John 5:28–29; 1 Thess. 4:17). 

 

4th.—“What land will he come to, and how will he get there?”  

A. Answered above. 

 

5th.—“Will he bring his saints with him, or raise them after he comes?”  

A. Answered above. 

 

6th.—“What state will the land be in when he comes?”  

A. Partially colonised with Jews, and gradually recovering its 

cultivation (Isaiah 6:13; Ezek. 38:8, 11, 12). 

 

7th.—“What preparation will be made to receive him?”  

A.  The same as you make for ‘a thief’ when you are not aware of his 

coming (Rev. 16:15), except by the ‘few’ who “take heed to the 

sure prophetic word,” and ‘watch:’ these will have their “lamps 

trimmed,” and be ready to give a good account of their 

stewardship. 

 

8th.—“Where will the judgment seat of Christ be?”  

A.  Probably in the wilderness of Sinai (Dent. 33:2; Psalm 68:17, 

18; Heb. 3:3). 

 

9th.—“Will this judgment seat of Christ be set up before or after the battle 

of Gog upon the mountains of Israel?”  
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A.  Before; as the saints are the stone-power which smites the 

image on the feet, and then proceeds to execute the remainder 

of “the judgment written” (Dan. 2:34; Psalm 169:9). 

 

10th.—“At the first resurrection, will the saints rise up mortal or immortal; 

if mortal, how will they be changed into immortality?”  

A. They will ‘come forth’ mortal, and if worthy, “unto a 

resurrection of life.”  (John 5:29.) The change is effected by that 

power wherewith Christ subdues all things to himself (Phil. 3:21). 

 

11th.—“How many resurrections are there, and how many judgments, and 

what length of time are they apart from each other?”  

A.   Excluding particular resurrections, as that at the crucifixion, 

there are two; one at the beginning of the thousand years’ 

reign, the other at the end. The latter applies only to those who 

die during the reign, and spoken of as “the rest of the dead” 

(Rev. 20:5). 

 

12th.—“Whom is Jesus Christ going to save or deliver?”  

A.   Those who “have obeyed from the heart that form of 

doctrine” preached by himself and his apostles: “The things 

concerning the kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus 

Christ” (Rom. 6:17; Acts 8:12). 

 

13th.—“Whom is he going to conquer?”  

A.   The kings of the earth and their armies (Rev. 19:19; 17:12–

14; 2:26, 27). 

 

14th.—“What government will be on his shoulders?”  

A.  First, that of the house of David; second, of all nations (Isaiah 

9:6, 7; Luke 1:32, 33; Zech. 14:9). 
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An Argument on Behalf of Eternal 

Torment 

AND ITS ANSWER BY Dr. THOMAS. 
 

The Argument 

 
Mr. Alexander Campbell wrote on the subject of eternal punishment as 

follows (to which Dr. Thomas published an answer which will be found 

after Mr. Campbell’s argument):— 

“With destructionists there can be no eternal punishment, for with them 

there is no eternal fire. 

 

“This is truly a very grave charge against any system of doctrine, and 

requires to be well sustained. What, then, let me inquire, is indicated by 

the term punishment? It is not mere animal suffering; for then the lamb 

would be punished for its innocence, and the dove for its meekness. Both 

these frequently endure great animal sufferings. There must, then, be some 

other pain than animal sufferings to constitute punishment. There is mental 

pain as well as physical pain. The martyr at the stake, though enduring 

much animal pain, suffers no mental agony. There must always be 

consciousness of guilt, or a sense of crime committed, in order to 

punishment. 

 

“Punishment, it appears, begins and ends with the feeling of pain inflicted 

for the commission of crime. If, then, at any time consciousness of guilt, 

or the feeling of pain, mental or physical, because of sin, should cease, that 

moment punishment ceases. Punishment begins and ends with the 

consciousness of pain inflicted because of guilt contracted through the 

violation of law or the neglect of duty. Now as the destructionists assign 

an end to the endurance of pain because of sin, they of course 

incontrovertibly deny ‘everlasting punishment.’ But Jesus Christ says, 

‘The wicked,’ at the final judgment, ‘shall go away into everlasting 

punishment,’ and the righteous ‘into life eternal.’ The same word, 

aioonios, everlasting, ascertains the continuance of the punishment and of 

the life. Can anything, then, be more evident than the destructionists have 

formed a direct issue with Jesus Christ on the subject of eternal 

punishment? The Messiah says it is everlasting; the destructionists say it 

will come to an end at the second death. 

 

“For the sake of a few mere pretenders to sound argumentative 

discrimination and great logical acumen, I shall give this argument the 

regular form, that any one disposed to attack it may immediately perceive 

what he has to encounter! Logically expressed it stands thus:— 
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“No one dispossessed of conscious guilt can be punished. But persons 

annihilated are dispossessed of conscious guilt; therefore, no one 

annihilated can be punished. 

 

“Annihilation, or personal extinction, may, indeed, be an end of 

punishment, but never the beginning of it. This single argument, unless 

fairly met and refuted, annihilates the whole theory of destructionism. We 

build this argument on no ambiguous premisses. We have the word of the 

Saviour and Judge of the world for it. In giving an account of the final 

judgment, he says all on his left hand shall depart ‘into everlasting 

punishment.’ He uses the word kolasis to indicate what sort of punishment 

he means. The word occurs but twice in the New Testament. In a passage 

found, 1 John 4:18, it is translated ‘torment.’ They all go into everlasting 

torment. How weak or how vicious the head that thence infers that 

torments are to end in a second death? 

 

“It is worthy of remark that eternal life, as the reward of the righteous, is 

the contrast with eternal punishment, the reward of the wicked, and that 

this is infinitely greater than death, we learn from another passage, which 

we ought to regard as a distinct argument or evidence of the doctrine of 

everlasting punishment.” 

 

Dr. Thomas’s Answer 

 
“The preceding ‘argument’ is quite a flourish of trumpets; a very windy 

blast, full of uncertain sound, having no scriptural significancy. If our 

valiant friend would talk less about logic and be more logical, he would 

pass for a better logician than he appears from his argument; but pluming 

himself so much upon his fancied proficiency in the syllogistic art, he 

tempts one to a scrutiny of his pretensions, to ascertain if it be all gold that 

glitters in his sentences! The odour of the extract before us is very redolent 

of that species of logic styled sophistry by the professed. Its argument 

seems to be founded on a fallacy of that class styled ‘material,’ or non-

logical, where the conclusion, indeed, follows from the premisses, which, 

however, ought not to have been assumed. 

 

“Strange as it may appear, it is nevertheless manifest, that Mr. C. errs, not 

knowing what the word punishment imports. No man can reason correctly 

if he do not understand the signification of the terms he employs. These 

must be correctly defined, so that an accurate idea may be formed of what 

a man is talking about. The thing in dispute is that represented by 

‘punishment,’ or kolasis. In what sense are these words used in English? 

A man who aspires to the renown of having given to his contemporaries a 
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faithful and thorough translation of the Scriptures, ought to be able to 

answer this question. It is evident, however, from the above, that Mr. C. is 

not. He ‘errs not knowing the Scriptures,’ nor the words he employs; 

therefore his logic is but a non-logical fallacy, as I shall show. 

 

“He is evidently very partial to ‘eternal fire,’ and to eternal consciousness 

as indispensable elements of the thing represented by the word 

‘punishment.’ Because, these ideas haunt his imagination like ghosts, or 

like the remembrance of the shade he saw when a dyspeptic student, that 

told him all that should befall him to the end, he therefore conceits they 

were as certainly a part of the Lord’s mind when he spoke of ‘eternal 

punishment!’ But with our experience of Mr. C., we cannot admit that his 

mind and the Lord’s are one upon a single important particular. A great 

change must come over us before we can admit that, to reject Mr. C.’s 

opinions is to ‘annihilate the sanctions of the gospel, and directly to 

contradict the positive declarations of the Saviour concerning eternal 

punishment.’ With Mr. C. there can be no eternal punishment unless fire 

co-exist; if then it should turn out that the fire is not eternal, he denies 

eternal punishment, and therefore the doctrines of the Lord. Thus we throw 

back his ‘very grave charge’ against ‘destructionists’ upon himself; and in 

opposing assertion to mere assertion, we affirm that a co-eternal fire is not 

necessary to eternal punishment such as it is represented to be in the 

Scriptures of truth. 

 

“Mr. C. undertakes to sustain well the ‘truly very grave charge’ he has 

made against those who reject his speculations. We like to see a thing ‘well 

sustained;’ and when we read his intimation to sustain his charge well, we 

were all on the qui vive to see how well he could do it! To accomplish this, 

the first thing he very properly inquires is, What is indicated by the term 

punishment? He asserts that it is not mere animal suffering. I, for one who 

believe in destruction, never imagined that it did. There is no dispute 

between Mr. C. and myself here. I believe with him that punishment is not 

mere animal suffering. Next he says, there is mental pain as well as 

physical pain in punishment. Here again we are agreed in part. There is, 

provided the offender be of sound mind and have time for reflection; but 

it is quite conceivable, that a man may have inadvertently transgressed a 

law, and suffer instant death before he had time to reflect upon the penalty 

he had incurred by the act. In this case there would be punishment without 

either physical or mental pain. The case of Uzzah is in point here. He 

stretched forth his hand to steady the Ark with the seemingly good 

intention of preventing its fall. But it was contrary to law for any one to 

touch the ark but a priest, under penalty of death. This was the law-

punishment, which in Uzzah’s case took instant effect. He sinned 

inadvertently, thinking, doubtless, of nothing less than the law and its 

penalty, and the punishment followed as a flash of lightning. 
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“Again, a fool, idiot, or madman, may transgress a law whose penalty is 

death, but in their case commuted into imprisonment for life. Instead of 

suffering mental pain because deprived of liberty, they would probably 

enjoy themselves very much; and might conceit themselves to be kings 

and princes in a palace. Cases of this sort are numerous in asylums. They 

would be suffering the punishment of the law, being in the passive voice, 

but without pain of any sort, unless they should happen to fall sick of a 

painful disease; but in this case the pain would be no part of the legal 

infliction, but consequent upon the infraction of a law of health. These are 

obvious truths, and form the exception to our full acquiescence in the idea 

that there is always mental pain in punishment. It is self-evident that there 

is not. 

 

“But, I admit there may be mental pain sometimes. Thus, if a conscientious 

being, or a conscious person, know the law, and the punishment which is 

sure to follow its neglect or transgression, and nevertheless violate it, then 

his punishment begins with the transgression. He may be free from 

physical pain, but be crucified with mental agony by ‘a certain looking for 

of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the adversaries.’ 

And when he comes to appear in that judgment, his anguish of mind will 

increase, not from apprehension of physical pain only, but from ‘seeing 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in the Kingdom of God, 

and he himself cast out.’ This will cause ‘weeping and gnashing of teeth,’ 

evincing great mental suffering. This is punishment, but not all the 

punishment. Physical pain follows mental, and for a time co-exists with it, 

until both end in death and corruption. But of this hereafter; the points 

admitted are, that punishment is not mere animal suffering, or bodily pain; 

nor is it exclusively mental pain; nor always mental and physical pain 

combined, though it is sometimes; but it may exist without either. And this 

harmonizes with the meaning of the word ‘punishment’ as given in the 

dictionary, though not with Mr. C.’s theory. It is defined by lexicographers 

as ‘anything inflicted on a person for a crime or offence, by the authority 

to which the offender is subject, either by the constitution of God, or of 

civil society.’ The person in this case is a sufferer, because he is in the 

passive voice, being a person acted upon. His being a sufferer does not 

necessitate that he should be conscious of what he is undergoing. 

Criminals have been hanged in unconsciousness from fainting; they were 

nevertheless sufferers in the true import of the term, and are therefore said 

to have ‘suffered death,’ or the punishment inflicted by the law they had 

transgressed. We use the word ‘punishment’ in the received sense, which 

Mr. C. and his brethren, the eternal-tormentists, do not. They say, ‘there 

must always be consciousness of guilt, or a sense of crime committed, in 

order to punishment.’ We have seen in the case of Uzzab that no such 
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necessity exists—there may be punishment, and no co-existent 

consciousness. 

 

From what has been said it is evident that our friend Campbell is like a 

mariner who has lost his course, completely out of his reckoning in saying, 

that ‘punishment begins and ends with the feeling of pain inflicted for the 

commission of crime;’ so that any time the feeling of mental or physical 

pain should cease, that moment punishment ceases! No pain, no 

punishment, is the dogma of tormentists—a tradition of their fathers, 

manifestly false. 

 

“Destructionists believe what Jesus says about punishment; but they do 

not believe the tormentist-interpretation of what he said on the subject; nor 

are they convinced that the opinions of the fire-and-brimstone men are 

entitled to the same respect as his teaching. In denying the no pain, no 

punishment theory, they do not deny that the ‘these’ referred to ‘shall go 

away into everlasting punishment’—(Matt. 25:46). They believe they will; 

and that the punishment will be as permanent as the ‘everlasting 

destruction’ (2 Thess. 1:9); and ‘second death’ (2 Cor. 2:15, 16; Rev. 

20:14; 21:8) threatened by Paul and John. 

 

“But to return to our logician. He quotes Jesus as saying, ‘the wicked’ (at 

the final judgment) ‘shall go away into everlasting punishment.’ We beg 

leave to remark that Jesus says no such thing. His words are ‘these shall 

depart into everlasting punishment.’ Mr. C. has substituted ‘the wicked’ 

for ‘these,’ and thrown in parenthetic words fixing the time of going away 

into punishment at what he calls ‘the final judgment.’ By the wicked is 

generally understood all who are not righteous. Though the wicked are 

unquestionably unrighteous; yet all that are not in a justified state, are not 

styled wicked in Scripture. The ‘these’ referred to by Jesus are doubtless 

wicked persons; but they are not ‘the wicked’ in the popular Gentile sense 

of all mankind who are not righteous. Hence, the Lord Jesus was not 

speaking of the punishment of all ‘the wicked,’ or unrighteous; but only 

of those who sustain a relation to him in being in some way related to his 

disciples, whom they allow to suffer from hunger, thirst, desolateness, 

nakedness, sickness and imprisonment, without attempting to relieve 

them. They are in fact the ‘many who shall say, in that day, Lord, Lord, 

have we not prophesied (or preached) in thy name? And in thy name have 

cast out devils? And in thy name done many wonderful works? And then 

I will profess unto them, ‘I never knew you:’ depart from me’—(Mat. 

7:22). Where to? Into the fire mentioned in the twenty-fifth chapter, 

‘prepared for the devil and his angels;’ and why? Because ‘ye work 

iniquity.’ These are they who depart into the punishment; and not all the 

sons of Adam who die in sin, or being sinners. 
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“But some one will say, if ‘these’ be unrighteous professors only, all ‘the 

wicked’ in the Gentile sense are certainly comprehended with ‘the devil 

and his angels’ who suffer in the same fire?’ I answer, not so. ‘The devil 

and his angels’ are powers on earth, incarnated in the goatnations on the 

king’s left hand. They are ‘the Beast and the False Prophet, and the kings 

of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war with Him.’—

(Rev. 19:19, 20.) Turn to this passage. The reader will there see, that the 

powers represented by the symbols of ‘the Beast’ and ‘False Prophet,’ are 

to be cast into the same place as the ‘devil and his angels’—eis teen 

limneen tou pyros teen kaiomeneen, ‘into the lake of the fire being 

inflamed with brimstone.’ That region of the earth where the Powers 

assemble to contend with the King in war, is the territory which will be 

converted into a fiery lake by the warfare which is to rage there until the 

Powers be consumed with the armies that strengthen them. The nations 

from which those armies are drawn, though subject to many calamities, 

will not be destroyed—(Zech. 14:16).  

 

They will be subdued, when their kings can no more raise armies out of 

them for battle; and when their conquest is complete, they will joyfully 

accept the law of the victor, and become blessed in Abraham and his seed. 

The horrors of the contest in the lake of fire, the great battle-field of the 

age—Aion—will be awful. The fiery indignation of the Lord, by 

pestilence and famine, fire and sword (Isaiah 66:15, 16; Zech. 14:12), will 

there devour the adversaries; and thither, to share in ‘the terror of the 

Lord,’ will the cursed professors, but not doers, of the word, previously 

awakened from the dust of the earth, be exiled, and overwhelmed in the 

torment of the crisis. 

 

“The eternal-tormentists err in assigning the period of departure into the 

punishment into what they term ‘the final judgment.’ By this they mean a 

judgment to occur when Jesus comes with all the ghosts of the righteous, 

to reunite them with their bodies, and to send them back to fire and 

brimstone to burn in pain, physical and mental, without end; and to 

conflagrate the earth and all the wicked upon it immediately after he has 

separated the living righteous from among them, and added them to the 

newly-embodied ghosts he brought with him from the skies—a judgment 

which, when perfected, will have been a work of destruction of one of the 

fairest planets of the universe, leaving Jesus and his company no more to 

do with earth, nor earth with them: so that now all things being finished, 

nothing else remains, but that he should turn his back upon the smoking 

ruins and the piercing shrieks of hell’s burning myriads, and ‘escort his 

friends to a new paradise of God, in which the tree of life, in all its 

deathless beauties, shall bloom and fructify for ever!’ O merciful God, 

what savages must they be who can frame and earnestly plead for such a 

crisis of humanity! and how dishonouring to Thy character, as Thou hast 
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revealed Thyself in Thy word, to attribute such diabolism to Thee! It is the 

ferocity of wolves superadded to the folly and imbecility of creatures who 

are wise in their own conceit and unsubdued to the spirit of Thy truth. No 

wonder their enmity is so fierce against them that believe it. 

 

The Lord himself says that this going away into punishment and life, is 

‘When the Son of Man shall come in his glory, and all the holy angels with 

him.’ And he tells us when this coming is to happen; for he continues, 

‘then shall he sit upon the throne of his glory.’ But how do the 

spiritualizers get along with this? They say that Jesus ascended to the 

throne of his glory before the Day of Pentecost, and has been sitting upon 

the throne of his kingdom for ages! If we grant it, then ‘these’ he speaks 

of went away into everlasting punishment then; which, perhaps, even they, 

who are accustomed to assent to the most fabulous incongruities with 

implicit credulity, would say is absurd. It is absurd, just as much so as to 

affirm that the Son of Man ascended his throne of glory on the day of his 

ascension to heaven, or that he sits on it at the present time.  

 

Let the reader turn to Matt. 25:31, and study it. He does not go from earth 

to sit thereon, but he comes in his glory. This text teaches that the throne 

of glory which he is to sit upon is to be a throne in Israel’s land; and that 

when he comes to sit upon that throne, the context further informs us that 

the ‘anathema maranatha,’ the accused when the Lord comes (1 Cor. 

16:22; verse 41), are exiled from his presence into the age fire, which is, 

as already explained, the punishment of the age. It is clear that the 

judgment referred to in this chapter is not a final judgment, but one 

introductory of the kingdom, the preparation of which is then complete. 

This appears from the thirty-fourth verse, where the heirs of the kingdom 

(James 2:5) promised them, are told to come and take possession of it—a 

kingdom prepared for them. But the ‘taking possession of the kingdom, 

and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven’ 

(Dan 7:27), by the heir and his associates, cannot be effected without 

judgment. It is therefore written in Daniel, ‘the ancient of days came, and 

judgment was given to the Saints of the Most High; and the time came for 

the Saints to possess the kingdom.’ This is the judgment of which Jesus 

speaks in the twenty-fifth of Matthew—not a final judgment; but the 

judgment on the powers represented by Daniel’s Fourth Beast with its 

Little Horn, and its Eyes and Mouth, and its Ten Horns; summarily 

designated by the Lord, ‘the devil and his angels,’ because what they 

represent constitutes sin’s body politic; and styled by John, ‘the Beast, the 

False Prophet, and the Kings of the Earth’—the Little Horn being ‘the 

Beast;’ the Eyes and Mouth, ‘the False Prophet;’ and the Horns, ‘the Kings 

of the Earth.’ So long as these Fourth-Beast Powers retain their dominion, 

‘the blessed of Christ’s Father’ cannot inherit the kingdom; because its 

territory and people, the Twelve Tribes, are in their hands. Hence, ‘the 
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judgment’ must first ‘sit, to take away their dominion, to consume and to 

destroy it to the end.’  

 

When this is accomplished as represented by John (Rev. 19:11–21; 20:2, 

3), ‘the Father’s blessed Ones’ are in possession of the kingdom, and 

thenceforth ‘reign with Christ a thousand years’ without any further 

change. In consuming sin’s body politic, and destroying it out of the way, 

scope is afforded for the punishment of individuals, who will be raised for 

this purpose. The rapidly approaching judgment which introduces the age 

to come, is ‘a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation 

to that same time’—(Dan. 12:1). When it is manifested, it will be ‘the 

everlasting fire prepared for the Devil and his Angels,’ in the lake or 

territory of the Fourth Beast.  

 

At this crisis, three things occur of joyful interest to the believer—Michael, 

who is Jesus, stands up for Israel; Israel is delivered; and many of the dead 

awake. Not all of them, but ‘many;’ they are the dead once constituted 

righteous, some of whom continued ‘faithful unto death;’ while others, 

who began to run well, were hindered; and returned like ‘dogs to their 

vomit, and like washed hogs to their wallowing in the mire;’ the former 

‘some,’ awake from the dust in which they are sleeping, to everlasting life; 

while the latter arise to be exiled from the King’s presence with shame and 

contempt, to share in the punishment of the age.” 

 

“The final judgment, scripturally considered, is the last to which the 

inhabitants of the earth will ever be subjected. It occurs a thousand years 

after the judgment treated of in the twenty-fifth of Matthew. The territory 

on which the decision will be determined will be the arena of the pre-

millennial judgment; for ‘the devil’ of that crisis, is to find his destruction 

where the Beast and False Prophet encountered theirs a thousand years 

before. The final judgment is the epoch of the destruction of the last 

enemy, death; so that thenceforth there shall be no more death upon the 

earth. The destruction of death is represented in the symbolographic 

sentence saying, that ‘Death and the Grave were cast into the lake of fire,’ 

that is, ‘the rest of the dead’ to be raised, but who had no part in the 

resurrection of the First Fruits, are awaked at the end of 1000 years, with 

the unjust who died during the thousand years, and driven into exile where 

they come to their end with the devil, who seduced from their allegiance 

the millennial nations at the end of that age. ‘This is the Second Death.’ 

 

“The words in which Matthew’s Greek translators record the expression 

used by Jesus are εις κολασιν αιωνον Mr. C. says, ‘the word αιωνιος 

everlasting, ascertains the continuance of the punishment, and of the life.’ 

This is as much as we could expect from one who is ignorant of the gospel 

of the Aion, or glad tidings concerning the blessedness of the nations in 
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the age to come. I object, that it does not define the continuance of either; 

but indicates the epoch of the punishment and the life. The mind of Jesus, 

the apostles, and of the Jewish nation, was full of the future age, styled 

αιων μελλον in the Greek. They were of one mind on this subject. 

Referring to the future αιων the prophet styles Messiah Avi Ad, the father 

or founder of the Ad, or age—(Isaiah 9:6). Hence, when they wrote ‘for 

ever and ever,’ they expressed it by le-olahm we ad, or a long time even 

to the age. If the words are affirmed of these things before the age, the long 

time is terminated at the age; but if of things established at its introduction, 

the long time ends at the introduction of the next, or succeeding age, which 

is an Ad, comprehending ages of ages without limitation. When Jesus 

offered to wash Peter’s feet, he declined, and said in the words of the 

English version, ‘thou shalt never wash my feet.’ But this is not the 

translation of Peter’s words as recorded in the text. He said ‘ου μη νιψης 

τους ποδας μου εις τον αιωνα—(John 13:8), thou mayest not have washed 

my feet unto the age. The age in this instance was the limit of Peter’s 

‘never.’ Again, the psalmist speaking of the continuance of the throne of 

the Mighty One, says to him prophetically, kisakah elohim olahm we ad—

‘Thy throne of the gods is a long time even to the age.’ Paul applies this to 

Jesus and his brethren. The signification of it is, ‘Thy throne, O mighty 

God, is a throne of the gods, thy brethren, a long time until the ages of 

ages;’ which Paul styles ‘the end, when the Son shall deliver up the 

kingdom to the Father, that God may be all and in all’—(Psalms 45:6; 1 

Cor 15:24). 

 

“The Lord Jesus was well aware that he was to be the founder of that age; 

that all his glory pertained to it; and all the good things promised to man 

in the gospel were inseparable from it. Even the gifts of the Spirit bestowed 

in the apostles’ day Paul styles δυναμεις μελλοντος αιωνος ‘powers of the 

future age’—an earnest of the powers the saints shall then possess. Hence, 

Jesus said to Peter that a man who made sacrifices ‘for the Kingdom of 

God’s sake, should receive in the age to come age-life—εν τω αιωνι τω 

εσχουενω ξωην ατωνιον—Thus, it was age-life and age-punishment at the 

introduction of the age to come of which he treated in his discourse to the 

people. 

 

“Aioonios, I have said, indicates the epoch of the substantive, not its 

continuance. In addition to what has been said illustrative of this, I may 

cite the words ευαυυελιον αιωνιον in the English version rendered 

everlasting gospel. Now, it is not to be conceived that αιωνιον expresses 

continuance here. The proclamation called gospel is not to be an 

everlasting proclamation; for when it is rejected it will cease to be 

proclaimed; and when the kingdom of which it treats is set up, it will have 

ceased to be a matter of faith; it will be an accomplished fact, and 

consequently there will be no more good news to announce for faith 
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concerning it. The αιωνιαν gospel is the gospel of the αιων or the age-

gospel—the glad tidings of the coming age, of which Jesus is the founder. 

The life promised to believers belongs to this age; it is therefore aioonian. 

It does not belong to the Mosaic age, nor to the times of the Gentiles; so 

that men dying under the law, and under the reign of anti-Christ, even if 

they had ‘spirits’ capable of a disembodied existence, could not enter into 

the promised life at death. It belongs to the age treated of in the gospel, 

and cannot be obtained till then; for it is not till the introducing of that age 

that the dead are raised. It is the age-life of the age - gospel and therefore 

aioonian. 

 

“But, while I deny that aioonios indicates the continuance of punishment, 

I admit that there are other words which note persistence in connection 

with it. I adduce the following passage as an example. ‘If any worship the 

Beast and his Image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, 

the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out 

without mixture into the cup of His indignation; and he shall be tormented 

with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the 

presence of the Lamb; and the smoke of their torment ascendeth for ever 

and ever; and they have no rest day or night’—(Rev. 14:9, 10). Thus the 

passage stands in the English version. It is parallel with the text in Matthew 

which speaks of the devil and his angels, and giving us additional 

information respecting those who are to suffer with them in the torment.  

 

The first eleven verses of this chapter of Revelation enumerate the events 

in the order of their development, for which those ‘who keep the 

commandments of God, and the faith of Jesus,’ are waiting with all the 

patience they can exercise. First, the Lord appears in Zion with his angels 

and resurrected brethren; next, a proclamation of the gospel of the age is 

made to the nations and their governments, the effect of which is to divide 

them into sheep-nations and goat-nations; thirdly, the goat-nations having 

rejected it, their great city Babylon, or Rome, is overthrown; and fourthly, 

the goat-nations having prepared for battle, march against the Lamb and 

his army (Rev. 19:11–21), by whom they are met and in this way they 

come into ‘the presence of the holy angels and the Lamb.’ This seat of war 

is the place of their torment, which begins and ends with the war. The goat-

nation confederacy is represented by ‘the Beast and his Image,’ which are 

in essence, ‘the Beast and the False Prophet.’ As I have said before, these 

are powers, or dominions. They are the Imperial and Pontifical 

sovereignties, which exercise civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction over 

those nations which do reverence to the Emperor and the Pope. These 

nations are characterized by a sign, or ‘charagma,’ impressed or signed 

upon them. Few individuals belonging to them are without the sign. 

Perhaps none. It is ‘the sign of the cross,’ or accursed tree, (Papists call it 

‘holy cross;’ but how can that be holy which makes him accursed who 
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hangs upon it! See Gal. 3:13), which is signed upon the forehead of every 

subject of the Beast and Image when he is sprinkled, or ‘baptized,’ as they 

absurdly style it; and upon the palm of the right hand of those of them who 

may be afterwards ordained priests to buy and sell in the bazaars of the 

patron-saints, or mahuzzim, of their superstition. These are ‘the goats,’ 

who, in their civil and ecclesiastical organization, are symbolized by the 

Beast and his image,’ ‘the Beast and False Prophet,’ or by ‘the devil and 

his angels.’ The resurrected who are driven from the Lord’s presence, 

commingle with the goats, and share with them in the torment prepared. 

 

“The armies of the goat-nations being gathered before him, their torment 

(basanismos, not kolasis) begins. They are permitted to have no rest, or 

truce, day nor night. The war having commenced, is carried on 

unceasingly; so that no overtures of peace are listened to, and none will be 

granted, until the Powers that threw down the gauntlet are exterminated. 

Finding every avenue closed, the conflict becomes with them the 

resistance of despair. Hail, pestilence, fire and sword, inflict ‘physical 

pain,’ or torment, of the kolasis or punishment. The ‘mental pain’ can more 

easily be imagined than described. It will be torment of mind and body to 

the goats and exiles among them, unassuageable by art or man’s device; 

and will continue till the war is ended by the extermination of them all, 

when death and corruption will have consummated their fate; for so it is 

written, ‘He that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption’ (Gal. 

6:8), which is made by the apostle in this same text, the contrary to ‘life 

everlasting.’ Here is the passage complete. ‘Whatsoever a man soweth that 

shall he also reap. For he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap 

corruption; but he that soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life 

everlasting.’ Here is age-life opposed to corruption; and vice versa. If then, 

the tormentists will have aioonios to indicate continuance without end, 

here is corruption contrasted with endless life. I admit the age-life is 

endless; because it is life manifested through incorruptible body. The 

tormentists also claim that the punishment is as endless as the life, because 

aioonios is associated with it as well as with life. Granted. What then? 

That the corruption is endless, and the subjects of it, consequently, mere 

dust for ever; for a resolution into dust is the consummation of the 

corrupting process. This is punishment everlasting in its effects. 

 

“But when does the torment of the age-punishment terminate? We have 

said at the end of the premillennial war. But it may be asked, when is that? 

When the Beast shall have been slain, and his body consumed by the 

burning flame; a memorial of which is predicted to continue in these words 

of the text before us—ὀ καπνος του βασαυισμου αυτων αβάει eis aioonas 

aioonoon: ‘the smoke of their torment ascends to ages of ages.’ Now, 

previous to the commencement of the tormenting war, we have seen that 

Rome falls into the abyss like a millstone into the sea. In other words, she 
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sinks like Sodom into the fiery chasm beneath her. This is a cause of great 

rejoicing to the resurrected apostles and prophets, and other saints; because 

it is God’s avengement of them upon her—(Rev. 18:20, 21, 24; 19:2). 

They are represented as praising God on account of her overthrow, saying 

‘Alleluia!’ It is then added, ὀ καπονς αυτης αναβανει εις τους αιωνας των 

αιωνων ‘the smoke of her ascends to the ages of the ages.’ Hence, I 

conclude, that the volcanic smoke mounting from the abyss in which 

Rome, the holy city of the goats, shall have been engulphed, is thenceforth 

regarded as the memorial of their judgment, as the Dead Sea has been 

hitherto of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the other cities of the plain. Rome’s 

volcanic smoke is the smoke-memorial of their torment. The reader will 

observe that, it is not the torment that is said to continue to the ages of the 

ages, but the smoke thereof. The torment ceases with the war, but the 

memorial of it continues to the end of the age; that is, for a thousand years, 

at the termination of which the ages of the ages will be introduced. 

 

“To this it may be objected that, ‘in the twentieth of the Apocalypse’ it is 

said, ‘they shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever;’ and that 

this continuance is affirmed of the tormenting and not of smoke. True. But 

the text does not refer to the same event. It relates to what is to happen a 

thousand years after Rome’s destruction, and the judgment of the goat-

nations. It has reference to the time, called ‘a little season,’ during which 

sin exalts itself among the nations. The text affirms concerning the fate of 

the sin-power and its adherents, summarily styled ‘the devil,’ and says 

that, ‘the devil who deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and 

brimstone, where the Beast and the False Prophet (were destroyed), and 

they (the deceived) shall be tormented day and night to the ages of the 

ages.’ From this we learn, that the last war that earth will ever know, is to 

be waged on the same territory, where the premillennial ‘devil and his 

angels’ encountered their fate; secondly, that the tormenting of the 

postmillennial devil and adherents, is to be concurrent with the alternations 

of day and night; thirdly, that it is to continue during ‘the little season,’ 

which terminates at the epoch when the nightless ages of the ages begin. 

This postmillennial torment will probably be shorter than the premillennial 

one. The sulphurous fumes of Rome’s catastrophe commingle with the 

torment of the postmillennial insurgents; and disappear in the same 

consummation. The ‘rest of the dead’ awake to life and judgment in the 

‘little season;’ and they who deserve the fate share in its torment; while 

the righteous inherit the renovated earth during the ‘ages of the ages,’ 

which begin when the torment ends, and are interminable. This ‘little 

season-’ judgment is the final judgment of Scripture, and has nothing to 

do with the age-punishment of Matthew twenty-fifth. It is the end of the 

day of Christ which begins with the establishment of the ‘great white 

throne,’ and terminates in bringing forth from the grave the sleeping dead 

whose names are not written in the Book of Life, and casting them into the 
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lake of fire where the devil is destroyed—(Heb. 2:14). The age-

punishment binds him; the final judgment annihilates him; and by 

consequence death. 

 

“Mr. C. remarks that the Lord in using the word kolasis indicated what 

sort of punishment he meant. This may be granted so far as this, that the 

punishment was not to be taken in the sense of paideia, which is the 

chastisement of a father for the correction and improvement of his 

children. There is no age-paideia; paideia is now—the discipline God’s 

accepted children are subjected to in the times of the Gentiles. They are 

not subjected to kolasis; because kolasis is for dogs, and swine, and goats, 

not to reform them, but to exterminate them. There is nothing reformatory 

in kolasis, because it is punishment unto death by violence, the 

apprehension of which is called kolasis in 1 John 4:18, as well as the 

punishment itself. 

 

“But, the radical idea of kolasis is not torment, though so rendered in 

English, in the text just quoted. It is repression, keeping within bounds, 

checking, curbing, restraining; as, αρχει του ἁμοτας και κολαξει τας των 

ἰππων ὁρμας ‘he guides the chariot, and curbs the impetuosity of the 

horses.’ The age-punishment is to repress the wickedness of the nations, 

and bind the sin-power; a process which affords scope for the 

recompensing of resurrected evil doers according to their deeds. If the 

Lord had said, ‘these shall go away into endless basanismos,’ that would 

have been delivering them over to eternal pain, or torment; and have 

implied their conscious existence in torment without termination. But 

kolasis does not. The kolasis may even be endless, but consciousness is 

not therefore necessarily implied; because, as we have seen in Uzzah’s 

case, there was punishment without probably the least bodily or mental 

pain. 

 

“We learn then, the peculiar fate of the subjects of age-punishment, as far 

as it can be learned from a word, not from kolasis, but from basanidzoo, 

which indicates the kind of kolasis, or punishment, they shall endure. The 

text (Rev. 14:10) says, ‘he shall be tormented (basanisthe-esetai) in fire 

and brimstone;’ and ‘the smoke of their torment (basanismou) shall 

ascend.’ These words come from basanos, which signifies ‘a species of 

stone from Lydia, which being applied to metals was thought to indicate 

alloy that might be mixed with them, and therefore used in the trial of 

metals; hence examination by the Lapis Lydius, or by torture.’ Thus it 

came to stand for torture, torment, severe pain, &c., and is so used in the 

New Testament. The basanism of the goats and exiles is the examination 

of them by torture, so as to make the survivors of the goat-nations confess 

that Jesus is Lord. To basanize nations (the verb which signifies to apply 

a touchstone; to inflict torment; and in the passive voice, to be tormented, 
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pained, &c., by diseases, or anything else) implies great loss of individual 

life, but not necessarily the extinction of the national polities themselves. 

This appears from the use of the word in the following text: (Rev. 9:5). ‘It 

was given to the locusts that they should not kill the men who have not the 

seal of God in their foreheads, but that they should be tormented 

(basinisthoosi) five months, and their torment (ho basanismos) was as the 

torment (basanismos) of a scorpion when he striketh a man. And in those 

days shall men seek death, and shall not find it, and shall desire to die, and 

death shall flee from them.’ This was kolasis by basanismos, or 

punishment by torment that lasted ‘five months’ of years without 

abatement. 

 

“Now it is well understood by the best interpreters of prophecy, that the 

locusts represent the Saracen invaders of the Greco-Roman territory, 

styled ‘the earth.’ The history of their career illustrates the torment to 

which they subjected their enemies. They were not to kill, or extinguish 

the Greco-Roman dominion; that was reserved for their successors, the 

Euphratean Cavalry, or Turks; but they were to harass the Catholic 

idolators (Rev. 9:20, 21), with all the calamities of a fierce tormenting war. 

From this use of the word, then, in the Apocalypse, it is evident that the 

torments, or basanisms, it predicts before and after the future age, with 

whose terrors the evil-workers who partake in the premillennial and 

postmillennial resurrections are to be overwhelmed, are wars of the most 

terrific and destructive character, in which ‘men shall seek death, and shall 

not find it,’ until the purposes of God are fully accomplished upon them. 

 

“If the reader have read attentively what has gone before, it will be evident 

to him, that whatever ‘destructionists’ may have done in Mr. C’s. 

estimation, he is decidedly wrong in accusing me of having ‘formed a 

direct issue with Jesus Christ on the subject of eternal punishment.’ Jesus 

taught the torment of corruptible persons by war and pestilence, in the age-

punishment, to be inflicted by himself and company. I believe this. Mr. C. 

and most other sectarians teach the torment by material fire and mental 

anguish of disembodied ghosts, in a spirit-world hell burning with 

brimstone, to be inflicted by an immortal, personal devil eternally. He calls 

these notions, ‘the sanctions of the gospel;’ and by help of his peculiar 

logic, would palm them upon his contemporaries as the doctrine of the 

Bible! ‘Destructionists’ do not believe a word of it; because it is mere 

pagan foolishness, and opposed to Scripture and reason. Mr. C., the great 

modern champion of eternal ghost-torment, feels his weakness in regard 

to Scripture. Hence he makes very little use of it. Look at his ‘life and 

death’ speculation, and indeed, at all his writings, and behold what a 

‘famine of the word’ they present. They are full of reasonings, but his 

dialogisms are not scriptural analyses of Scripture; but speculations of his 

brain, styled by Paul ‘the thinking of the flesh’ (which ‘divines’ say cannot 
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think; for with them it is what they call ‘the soul’ that is ‘the thinking I’ 

that cogitates)—the cogitations of a mind, darkened by tradition, and 

vaunting itself in its logic, philology, and science; so that, ‘not having the 

Spirit’—‘not knowing the Scriptures’ which exhibit the mind of the 

Spirit—it brings forth nothing but sophistry and vain conclusions. And the 

worst of it is, that there is no cure for our unfortunate friend, the supervisor; 

at least so long as he continues to repudiate ‘Moses and the Prophets’ as a 

sort of effete almanac of old Jewish times! This is the chief source of all 

his errors, he is ignorant of the law and the testimony; and therefore he 

cannot speak according to them; and as a necessary consequence, ‘there is 

no light in him;’ and even that which may be supposed to be in him, 

becomes mere darkness visible. All the logic, Greek, Latin and Hebrew, 

and all the science in the world, will not compensate an expounder of the 

New Testament for ignorance of the meaning of the Old. He can neither 

understand the gospel, nor ‘the sanctions of the gospel.’ If Mr. C. would 

talk rationally about punishment, he must humble himself, and as a little 

child begin to learn what ‘the Gospel of the Kingdom’ is. There is no 

getting along in the work of interpretation without this. 

 

“Speaking of syllogisms, let us glance at that one Mr. C. has incubated out 

of his supermology ‘for the sake of a few mere pretenders to sound 

argumentative discrimination, and great logical acumen!’ . . . We have got 

a syllogism here which condenses his argument into ‘regular form;’ and 

now, says he, look at it, ye Destructionist pretenders to reason; see what 

ye have got to encounter, and tremble!—Oh! what will become of us? 

 

“Behold the redoubtable syllogism: 

 

“No one dispossessed of conscious guilt can be punished. 

 

“But persons annihilated are dispossessed of conscious guilt; 

 

“Therefore, no one annihilated can be punished.” 

 

The major premise of this syllogism thrown into an interrogative form, is 

the question at issue between the eternal-tormentists and their opponents. 

Can a person dispossessed of conscious guilt be punished? The tormentists 

take the negative and say that no person unconscious of guilt can be 

punished. This is their syllogistic conclusion, as expressed in the above. 

Their major premiss and conclusion are ‘No one dispossessed of conscious 

guilt can be punished; therefore, no one annihilated can be punished 

because he is dispossessed of conscious guilt; that is, no thing can be; 

therefore nothing can be, because it can not be.’ This is all that can be 

extracted from the major premiss and conclusion; that is, they are mere 

assertions which previous argument has failed to prove. The minor premiss 
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affirms a truth admitted by ‘destructionists’ and eternal-tormentists, that 

‘persons annihilated are dispossessed of conscious guilt;’ and if there were 

no fallacy in the minor premiss, they would be bound to admit the 

conclusion; which would involve them in the guilt of denying all 

punishment, which Mr. C. desires to convict them of. 

 

“But I have shown that no persons dispossessed of conscious guilt can be 

punished by any law whatever. This having been proved, Mr. C.’s 

syllogism is converted into moonshine, or rather into visible darkness; and 

a better ‘regular form’ takes the place of it, thus: 

 

“Any one dispossessed of conscious guilt can be punished. 

 

“Persons annihilated are dispossessed of conscious guilt; 

 

“Therefore any one annihilated by law is punished.” 

 

The ridiculousness of the fallacy which converts Mr. C’s logic into 

sophistry, will be seen from the conversion of his syllogism into the 

following forms: 

 

“No one is punished who is dispossessed of conscious guilt; 

 

“Uzzah, when breached upon, was dispossessed of conscious guilt;  

 

“Therefore, though Uzzah was struck dead for transgressing the law, 

he was not punished!” 

 

Again, 

 

“No one is punished who is dispossessed of conscious guilt; 

 

“When a man is hanged he is dispossessed of conscious guilt. 

 

“Therefore hanging is no punishment!” 

 

But, whence comes it, that so great a logician as my friend C. should be 

guilty of such an absurdity as to teach, in effect, that hanging is no 

punishment; or perhaps, therefore, a very agreeable thing?—What crotchet 

has he got into his head that has so perverted his intellect, that makes him 

contend for eternal consciousness of guilt and pain as the ‘everlasting 

punishment’ of Scripture? The crotchet that perverts him and all eternal 

tormentists is, the supposition that the ‘natural man’ is a compound of a 

mortal body and an immortal soul. They teach that this soul is the sinner, 

who lives after the body dies, in heaven or hell; or according to certain, in 
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some intermediate places in ‘the spirit-world,’ where it is happy or 

miserable, short of the full degree it is capable of, according to the deeds 

it made the body do! They say that the gospel-salvation and damnation is 

for the soul; hence assuming that it is immortal, they convert the 

‘everlasting life’ of the gospel into eternal blessedness; and its ‘everlasting 

punishment’ into eternal torment. As they have assumed the existence of 

this sort of a soul in man; and assumed also that the good things of the 

Scriptures whatever they may be, are for that soul—they have soulized the 

words and sayings of God and his messengers. Hence, they have converted 

‘death’ into life in misery; ‘destruction’ into always destroying; ‘perished’ 

into coming to nothing but never arriving there; ‘everlasting punishment’ 

into eternal punishing, &c.; for the obvious reason that if death, 

destruction, perished, torment, &c., be affirmed of a thing which is 

esentially deathless, and indestructible, they can mean nothing else. It is 

this canker-eating assumption that is the crotchet of their bewitchment. 

While they hold on to this fiction of the flesh, they can never understand 

the Bible, which is silent as the grave on the existence of an hereditary 

immortal soul in mortal man. The most logical immortal-soulists know 

they cannot prove its existence from the Bible. Hence, they fall to 

speculating upon their own consciousness, or fly for proof to animal 

magnetism! There, on the sensoria of clairvoyants are mesmerically 

reproduced the thought-images of their own brains; and this is the highest 

evidence they can obtain. It is upon this shade of animal magnetism called 

‘the soul,’ first observed by the idolators of old Egypt, that the 

superstitions and theologies of our age are founded. Expunge this fleshly 

conceit from the mind, and priestcraft with all its fooleries, against which 

the advocates of the punishment, the life, and kingdom of the approaching 

age contend, become the contempt of him whom the gospel has 

dispossessed, and endued with a hale and sober mind. 

 

As the ‘everlasting punishment’ is supposed to be for ‘an immortal soul,’ 

eternal-tormentists can see nothing of it till after death. But this does not 

accord with the Lord’s teaching. The ‘these’ of whom he was speaking 

were persons who had risen from the dead, and who were corporeal 

existences. They had been dead for ages, and from their own showing do 

not appear to have known their fate till they attempted to justify 

themselves in his presence. During all that time previous to their 

resurrection, it is clear they had not been in a state of punishment; but 

being sentenced, they are commanded to ‘go away into age-punishment.’ 

Now, as Jesus comes to Israel’s land, and is there at the resurrection, when 

he shall say, ‘Depart from me, ye cursed, into the Age-fire,’ ‘go away into 

Age-punishment,’ they are driven out of the country to a region afar off. 

This is termed in another place, being cast out of the Kingdom, into outer 

darkness, which is a cause of ‘weeping and gnashing of teeth’—(Matt. 

8:12; Luke 13:28). The ‘punishment’ occupies the interval between the 
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resurrection and the commencement of the thousand years, a period of 

some forty years; and is the judicial torment of living men for the evil of 

their doings. It has nothing to do with ghosts, or ‘separate spirits,’ or 

‘disembodied souls;” but with man, flesh and blood, like ourselves. It is 

the appearing before the judgment seat of Christ, and the receiving bodily 

the things threatened for evil doing—(2 Cor. 5:10). 

 

Such is ‘the terror of the Lord’—resurrection to torment by hunger, thirst, 

pestilence, fire, and sword, until payment is made of all that is due—(Matt. 

18:34). The tormentors (basanistai) who are the Lord’s messengers (Matt. 

13:41), will know how to execute judgment with due severity. The guilty 

rise from the dead full grown men and women, as Adam and Eve when 

they first breathed the vital air, with a life of forty years before them; to 

receive just such a retribution as they would have experienced had their 

offences when committed been immediately followed by the penalty due. 

The covetous, for example, though idolators, are not punished before 

death. The day of their calamity is when they rise from the dead. Being 

rich at death, they are ‘sent empty away’ into the country of the beast and 

false prophet; and as beggars there, suffer all the torments of poverty and 

disease amid social disruption and distress, with all anguish of mind on 

account of their cursed folly in sacrificing life and glory, and honour in the 

kingdom for the sake of their fleshly lusts; and with no prospect before 

them but unmitigated evil and death eternal. Men are horror stricken when 

such calamities seem to threaten them in the present state, and do all in 

their power to avoid them, or obtain deliverance. But now they have hope. 

Then, however, the covetous wretch is hopeless. Though he worshipped 

his wealth, and looked upon the necessities of his brethren without 

sympathy, before his death; at his resurrection he finds society in dismay, 

and himself unknown, uncared for, a homeless outcast, cursed of God and 

man, with the words ever echoing in his ears, ‘No covetous man, who is 

an idolator, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God’—

(Eph. 5:5; 1 Cor. 6:9). He will seek death and shall not find it; and shall 

desire to die, but death will flee from him, until he has paid the last mite. 

Thus, while Lazarus and his friends are comforted in the kingdom, he is 

tormented (Luke 16:25), with the worshippers of the Beast. 

 

“But enough for the present. Who is there among the eternal tormentists 

that assume the custody of the public conscience, dare publish this article 

in any of their papers for the information of their readers? The exposition 

is new to this generation; but amply sustained by Scripture. Its novelty 

should command attention, as that is the attractive principle of the age; and 

its scripturality a minute examination.”—Dr. Thomas, in the Herald of the 

Kingdom, 1852. 
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TEMPTER AND TEMPTED 

Or the Bible Doctrine of Sin Considered in Relation to the 

Terms “Serpent,” “Devil,” “Satan,” &c. 

THE following letter had been addressed to Dr. Thomas soon after the 

appearance of Elpis Israel:—“DEAR SIR.—In your otherwise surpassingly 

interesting work, styled Elpis Israel, you speak of the agent in the original 

temptation as only an animal. You ascribe to him a high degree of 

mentality, without moral obliquity, making the worthiest use possible of 

his faculties. On this idea and the general subject, I ask— 

1.—Does not this subject of the temptation, as you present it, stand 

in utter contrariety to the testimony of our Lord: ‘The devil is a liar 

from the beginning’ 

2.—Is not ‘the beginning’ (Gen. 1:1; Matt. 19:8; John 1:1; and John 

8:44), substantially the same? Or do they not refer to the earliest 

record of the subjects spoken of in the Scriptures? If so, has not ‘the 

devil’ a place ‘in the beginning’ as ‘the serpent?’ 

3.—Does not the New Testament teach that there is a Tempter, as 

really as a ‘Christ,’ the tempted?—(Matt. 4. Luke 4). He is distinct 

from and out of or away from our Lord—(John 14:30). 

4.—If such be the representation by inspired teachers, and by the 

‘Faithful and True’ himself, how can we be safe in departing from it? 

or can we do thus and not act on the same principle of all error? 

5.—As the term ‘dragon’ represented anciently the Egyptian 

sovereignty or sovereign (Ezek. 29:3), as the term applied to their 

leading animal, the idolized crocodile, and as Egypt oppressed Israel 

and opposed God, does it not apply to Rome, in Revelations, as the 

oppressor of Israel and the church only on the same principle that 

‘Babylon’ does? 

6.—As Pharaoh, the actual agent in oppressing Israel, was real as his 

dragon-crocodile representative, why allow ‘the serpent’ and ‘the 

devil’ both the precise place they occupy in Scripture? 

 
(On some ancient coins of Augustus, Egypt was represented by a 

crocodile. Bochart says that Pharaoh in Arabic signifies a crocodile. Isaiah 

27:1; 51:9; Ezek. 29:3—(McKnight, Ep. p. 705, Essay 8, Comp. Com.). 

 
An answer will be thankfully received. Your former is general and 

indefinite; an answer to this would be definite. Yours in the truth, 

J. B. COOK.” 
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Dr. Thomas’ Answer 

 

“Jesus partook of flesh and blood, that THROUGH DEATH he might 

destroy that having the power of death, that is, the devil.”—PAUL 

 

“Our worthy querist is of opinion that what has been presented in Elpis 

Israel, on the subject of the Devil and Satan, ‘is general and indefinite.’ 

That it is general, and does not go argumentatively into the support of the 

doctrine there exhibited is indeed the case. Nevertheless, I think that what 

I have set forth is sufficiently definite for the reader to perceive what, I 

believe, the Scriptures teach concerning the devil, in the several passages 

where it is alluded to. However, I do admit with my friend, that what I 

have said about the devil and Satan is not so definite as I could have made 

it. I was not writing upon that topic particularly, nor did I care to say more 

than was necessary to the comprehension of the general matter of the book. 

In treating of Israel’s hope or the kingdom of God, I could not avoid saying 

something of evil, and ‘that having the power of death, ’ which the full 

fruition of that hope is to eradicate from the earth, from society, and from 

the moral and physical constitution of flesh and blood. But I did not lay a 

heavy hand upon the subject, knowing how much ‘the devil’ is respected 

by some, worshipped by others, and venerated, in some way, by nearly all. 

Not that this, abstractly considered, would have deterred me from giving 

him his due; for I have no favour for him, though he may approach me as 

a minister of righteousness, a professor of Sacred History, or an angel of 

light; I see in him only one causing men to fall, and an adversary to the 

truth, that is to the gospel of the kingdom in the name of Jesus. I wished 

to get this all-important topic systematically before the British public, as I 

am now endeavouring to do before the American, in Elpis Israel; 

therefore, I did not wish to offend their prejudices by being too explicit 

touching their idol, lest they should close the book before they got at ‘the 

things of the kingdom of God.’ 

 
I have said nothing that I recollect, in any of my other writings concerning 

‘His Satanic Majesty.’ The time had not come, and no one sought to bring 

me out upon the subject. I have in past years had so many devils to contend 

with, that I did not care to increase their host by denying their master’s 

existence in the popular sense. But, ‘steadfast in the faith,’ I have 

successfully resisted the Scripture devil, and he has fled from me—(Jas. 

4:7; 1 Pet. 5:5). The antidikos diabolos, or OPPONENT CAUSING (me) TO 

FALL, if he could, with all his satellites, are either hors du combat, or so 

used up, that they have left me free from the necessity of defending myself 

lest I should be devoured. They have done their worst, and no clamour that 

they can raise, can do more than induce me to serve them up for the 

entertainment of my readers by way of recreation in the severer study of 

the law. The time is come, then, when the outcry of ‘the devil’s’ clients 
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may be disregarded. He is, doubtless, a very ‘potent, grave, and reverend 

signior’ with the world, with whom it is a point of expediency not to offend 

him, if possible. Men, therefore, like to hear him spoken of with respect; 

and as the terror of him is very useful in keeping evil doers in awe, and 

compelling some of them to ‘seek religion,’ they do not like the fear of 

him diminished; and by way of recommending themselves, we presume, 

to his tender mercies, if he should happen to get everlasting possession of 

them, they make a great clamour, and persecute with hard speeches those 

who see no devil in the Bible than sin incarnate in flesh and blood, and 

manifested in the personal, social and political works of mankind—and no 

other Satans, than personal and politically organised adversaries to the 

righteous and the truth. But I am not careful to avoid offending ‘the devil’ 

or his friends now; neither shall I regard their conclamation. My desire is 

to make men hate the devil, speak unrevilingly to Satan, and to fear none 

but God and His Christ; whom to know is to love and to obey unto eternal 

life. 

 
During my residence in London I became acquainted with a physician 

somewhat famous in the scientific world and a believer in the kingdom of 

God, who purchased a copy of Elpis Israel, and at the same time, presented 

me with a pamphlet he had published, entitled ‘An Inquiry into the 

existence of a personal Devil.’ It consists of twelve lectures and appendix, 

making ninety-six octavo pages. It contains much good sense on the 

subject; and as far as I think its contents in accordance with the Scriptures, 

I shall reproduce them in these columns. In the first lecture are some very 

excellent remarks on the investigation of truth, which very appropriately 

precede the examination of the subject, and which I beg leave to introduce 

in this place in order to propitiate a candid consideration of what I have to 

say. 

 
‘Sound thinking’ says he, ‘that is, cultivated and well-directed common 

sense, applied to the discovery of the truth, either natural or revealed, has 

followed the rule, that nothing ought to be believed as true unless its truth 

can be demonstrated by an appeal to the facts recorded in the Book of 

Creation, or to the Book of Revelation. 

 
The Naturalist, that is, the student of the truths written in the book of 

creation, says, ‘To the book of creation: if any man speak not according to 

this book, it is because there is no light in him.’ 

 
The Spiritualist, that is, the student of the truths written in the book of 

revelation, says, ‘To the Law and to the Testimony: if they speak not 

according to this word, it is because there is no light in them’—(Isaiah 

8:20). 
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Rigid adherence of late years by the Naturalists to the above rule in 

reference to the subject of natural, or creation-written truths, has been the 

cause of immense progress in natural science; and is it not, without any 

improper presumption, to be inferred, that a similar rigid adherance to this 

rule in matters relating to the spiritual Bible-written truths; in other words, 

in matters relating to the moral and religious condition of man, will be 

attended with equal progress? 

 
It is a lamentable fact that, in this matter of rigid adherence to this rule of 

truth-investigation and truth-demonstration, ‘the children’ who study the 

things of the natural world are far in advance of, ‘are wiser in their 

generation than are the children’ who study the things of the spiritual 

world. 

 
It is from this cause that such diversities of opinion prevail among 

professing Christians; an evil not to be remedied, as the Romanists would 

remedy it, by squeezing all men’s minds into one universal square, 

impudently called the mind of the church; or as Milton describes the patent 

uniforming process, ‘starching them into the stiffness of uniformity by 

tradition.’ This is not the method; but the only method is to establish as 

binding upon all Christian inquirers the rule already recorded, that nothing 

in spiritual matters ought to be believed as true unless its truth can be 

demonstrated by an appeal to the original Scriptures, and this to the 

satisfaction of every well-constituted, truth-loving mind. 

 
This rule once generally recognised and practically carried out, will make 

the candid and ingenuous all of one mind; will establish uniformity, the 

true uniformity of belief, one founded on the conviction, and not on the 

suspension of the understanding. 

 
Sincere men of science are of one mind in regard to chemical, mechanical, 

and mathematical facts; this oneness having been arrived at by rigidly 

adhering to the prescribed rule in studying the Book of Creation. What, 

then, is there in spiritual subjects to prevent men pursuing revelation-

recorded truths, arriving at a similar oneness of mind in regard to those 

truths recorded by the same Divine Mind, and guided by the same God of 

order as dictated the other book of instruction? 

 
Taking this rule as the guide, and holding the principles that revelation 

being ‘information from God,’ being a truth discovery, its truths are 

therefore for discovery, and that these truths are to be discovered with a 

certainty as great as that connected with the creation-truths, it is proposed 

to consider 
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The Devil 

 

As a consequence of being guided by this rule as it will be essential 

to throw behind us, and as far as possible to banish from our mental 

condition all the various notions that have been instilled into our 

minds in conjunction with the devil, by means of nurse stories, 

pictures, and even by the pleasing religious romance writer, Bunyan, 

and by that stupendous-minded poet, Milton. The descriptions 

however beautiful, and the notions thence derived however strong, 

must be to us as inquirers after the truth as though they were not. 

 

Knowing, however, how strong early impressions are, how 

constantly they obtrude themselves whenever the subjects with 

which they were originally introduced into the mind are brought 

before the view, we require to be continually on the alert lest when 

we in relation to the influence of mental associations are asleep, they 

may enter in and divert our minds from the good old way—the Law 

and the Testimony. 

 

From the Book of Creation nothing can be learned of the existence 

of the devil. Formerly, the miseries of the world led some to imagine 

and to believe in the existence of some powerful malignant spirit. 

The Magi taught the existence of a good and evil spirit, between 

which existed an irreconcilable enmity: an opinion constantly 

discernible in the Egyptian and Grecian mythologies, and 

consequently, in manifestation, traceable in the mythologies of 

almost all nations. The more uncivilized the nations, the ideas 

associated being the more absurd. 

 

Though, as the Doctor truly says, nothing can be learned of the 

existence of a personal devil from the Book of Creation, yet the 

mythological dogma might be deduced from an observation of 

existing facts. Natural evil, such as earthquakes, floods, pestilence, 

famine, &c., human wickedness, and death, contrasted with natural 

good, was seen to prevail everywhere. Inquisitive brains speculating 

upon this would naturally attribute the one to an evil cause, and the 

other to a good one; and as these causes were manifestly 

superhuman, the carnal mind being unenlightened by revelation on 

the subject, rushed to the conclusion that the causes were two 

intelligent, powerful, and antagonistic spirits, one of which the 

author of good, they styled Oromazd, and the other, the author of 
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evil, Ahriman. The latter became the devil of the Gentile world; and 

as men stand more in awe of the terrific than of the good, they 

invented superstitions to propitiate the devil rather than to do honour 

to the author of all the benefits they enjoy. This was the origin of the 

dogma of an omnipotent, omnipresent, and personal devil in the 

East; whence the nations of the West imported it when their fathers 

migrated to the “isles of the Gentiles afar off.”  

 

They represent him in their statuary and pictures as half goat and 

half man, with horns and hoofs, and forked tail, and black as soot, 

with a three-pronged pitch-fork in his hand! The three myths, the 

mythologies of the pagans, of the papists, and of the protestants, 

represent the object of their terror under the same form substantially; 

and all of then assign to him a local habitation in what they call 

“hell.” 

 

The things affirmed of the mythic Devil have been commingled with 

Scripture phrases, applicable only to the devil and Satan of the Bible, 

and with tradition. Stripped of the former, the devil of 

‘Christendom’ is essentially the devil of the Mohammedan and 

Pagan worlds; the latter being the sire of the devil of our 

contemporaries, against which we have more particularly to protest, 

as an existence as fabulous as ‘the immortal souls,’ or ‘separate 

spirits,’ of ancient and modern mesmerism bewitched. These 

popular fancies are all of one and the same visionary origin—the 

phronema tou sarkos, the thinking of the flesh, termed in the 

common version of the Scriptures, ‘the carnal mind, ’ which Paul 

avers is ‘enmity against God, and unsubject to His law.’—(Rom. 

8:7.) Hence its thoughts are not God’s thoughts, and its conclusions, 

in every particular at variance with His. Show me an opinion, a 

principle, or an article of faith, originated by the carnal mind, or 

agreeable to it, and I will prove it to be false by the law and 

testimony of God. Creation’s book, interpreted theologically by 

speculators, ignorant of the ideas revealed in ‘the oracles of God,’ 

the word of the apostles and prophets, is the source of all the foolish 

notions which have perverted the public mind in regard to religious 

subjects. We must purge ourselves from these upon all topics, that 

of the devil among the rest, if we would bring our thoughts into 

harmony with the thoughts of God. 
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The mythic devil-dogma of the Gentiles, I have said, has been 

combined with tradition. Between Oromazd and Ahriman, that is, 

between God and the Devil, say the Orientals and their disciples of 

the west, ‘there is an irreconcileable enmity.’ This doctrine of 

‘enmity’ is a truth handed down from Noah, to go no farther back, 

and misapplied. The irreconcilable enmity is that which God said 

He would put between the serpent and the woman, and between the 

woman’s seed and the serpent’s seed; that is, between the serpent-

adherents of falsehood and the righteous constituents of the Bride; 

and between the chief of the political organization of the serpent 

community and the great Captain and Husband of the Bride—(Gen. 

3:15). These are the two great parties into which mankind were to 

be divided, and between whom there was to be irreconcilable 

enmity, until one or the other of them should be exterminated from 

the earth. The two chiefs are the heads of each contending party, 

contemporary with each other upon the earth—contemporary at the 

bruising of the heel of the one, contemporary also at the bruising of 

the head of the other: two adverse powers incarnated in two 

irreconcilably hostile organizations of mankind. The people of the 

east, though ‘become vain in their imaginations, and darkened in 

their foolish hearts,’ still retained this tradition derived from their 

ancestors, when with a ‘mind void of judgment,’ they fabricated 

their theory of Oromazd and his enemy Ahriman. They did not retain 

God’s knowledge in its purity, but perverted it, and turned it into a 

mythology of the devil. 

 

The believers in the devil of the Gentiles could do no more than they 

have done towards explaining the origin of the world’s miseries. The 

thinking of the flesh attributed their origin to the God-hating 

malevolence of a personal devil, existent before the formation of 

man; the Bible, on the contrary, refers them all to sin as their cause, 

and to divinely-appointed evil as the punishment of sin. The popular 

notion is a clumsy effort of the carnal mind to explain things too 

high for it; and the Scripture testimony it adduces to sanctify its 

absurdity only exposes it to contempt.  

 

It tells us that this pre-existent immortal devil was “Lucifer, Son of 

the Morning!” Would anyone that understands the prophets be so 

infatuated as to dream of proving the pre-Adamic existence of the 

devil by such passages as this? The record concerning Lucifer is part 

of a prophecy of the overthrow of Nebuchadnezzar’s dynasty by the 
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Medes and Persians, commencing with the beginning of Isaiah 13, 

and ending at verse 27, inclusive of the next chapter. Lucifer is 

Belshazzar, who was so named 181 years before his fall, because he 

was the light-bearer, or sun, of the Chaldean heaven. The prophet, 

in vision, seeing him prostrate as “a carcase trodden under feet,” 

exclaims, “Is this the man that made the earth to tremble, that did 

shake kingdoms, that made the world as a wilderness, and destroyed 

the cities thereof?” How dark must that mind be that can press a 

prophecy of the fall of a man from the throne of a Pagan empire into 

the service of demonstrating the existence of a personal devil before 

the creation of man upon the earth! What absurdity is too great for 

the credulity of the carnal mind after this! 

 

The Bible doctrine of the devil is its teaching concerning sin. This is 

certainly an important subject, and one which it is desirable 

everyone should understand. The Gentiles do not understand the 

teaching of the Scriptures concerning sin; it is impossible, therefore, 

that they can know anything about the devil and Satan exhibited in 

the testimony of God. Sin is the synonym of devil in the text we 

placed at the head of this article; I do not mean it to be inferred, 

however, that I hold that the word sin is the meaning of the words 

devil and Satan, wherever they occur in the English version of the 

Scriptures. The words ‘devil and devils’ occur about one hundred 

and twenty times in the English Bible, but they are by no means 

invariably represented by the same word in the original Scriptures. 

Two distinct words are used; and in eighty-two passages of the one 

hundred and twenty, the word employed is quite distinct from that 

which, in the remaining thirty-eight; and the above text among the 

number, is the representative of the word devil in the common 

translation. In the eighty-two texts the word is daimon, and its 

derivatives, which ought never to be translated devil, either in the 

sense of a personal devil or of sin. Of these eighty-two, only four 

belong to the writings called the Old Testament, in which it is devils 

and not devil. In the thirty-eight passages, the original word is 

diabolos.  

 

Now, if the word devil be the correct rendering of diabolos, it is 

certain that it cannot be the proper interpretation of daimon; and, 

consequently, to render daimon by devil must lead into error. I do 

not, therefore. affirm that sin is synonymous with devil and devils in 

those texts which have daimon for their representative in the Greek; 
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but that where the original is diabolos, the radical idea is sin. I 

conclude, then, that distinct Greek words being used in the eighty-

two texts, and the thirty-eight texts, the ideas represented in the two 

classes are distinct, although rendered by the same word in English; 

and that, consequently, all arguments in relation to the Devil, as 

derived from the eighty-two, would be deceptive and of no weight, 

because the devil is not referred to therein at all. 

 

The thirty-eight texts in which diabolos occurs are: Matt. 4:1, 5, 8, 

11; 13:39; 25:41; Luke 4:2, 3, 5, 6, 13; 8:12; John 6:70; 8:44; 13:2; 

Acts 10:38; 13:10; Ephes. 4:27; 6:11; 1 Tim. 3:6, 7, 11; 2 Tim. 2:26; 

3:3; Tit. 2:3; Heb. 2:14; James 4:7; 1 Pet. 5:8; 1 John 3:8, three times 

in this verse; Jude 9; Rev. 2:10; 12:9, 12; 20:2, 10. 

 

In our prefatory text, the words are ton to kratos echonta tou 

thanatou, toutesti, ton diabolon: ‘the having the power of death, that 

is, the devil.’ Ton echonta is masculine to agree with diabolon, not 

because the thing having the power of death is a male, but because 

the word by custom of the Greek tongue is in that gender. The thing 

having the power of death is it not him; unless by prosopopeia the 

it is converted into a person, as in the text below. This diabolos, or 

devil, whatever it may mean, the apostle says, Jesus came to destroy. 

It is, therefore, not an immortal devil, but one which will, sooner or 

later, be annihilated by the power of Jesus, the Woman’s seed. To 

destroy the devil is to take away the devil from the world; that is, to 

take away the sin of the world: hence, said John the Baptist 

concerning Jesus “Behold the Lamb of God who taketh away the sin 

of the world.’ This is the mission of Jesus, to take away every curse 

from the earth; (Rev. 22:3; 21:5); and certainly when this is 

accomplished, diabolos and all his works shall be destroyed—(1 

John 3:8). 

 

Now to accomplish this great work of destroying the devil and his 

works, Paul says, Jesus became flesh and blood, therefore subject to 

death like his brethren, that he might die. I can understand this if the 

devil mean sin; but on the hypothesis that diabolos means the 

Gentile devil, I confess I can see no sense in it. Why should Jesus 

become flesh and blood to destroy such a devil that the world 

believes in? Why should he become mortal to conquer the immortal 

devil?—The devil which men suppose is to torment their species 

with fire and brimstone in all eternity? Will any one of his friends 
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make this mystery intelligible, if they can? If the devil to be 

destroyed be such an one as is supposed, Jesus ought to have 

appeared in the nature of angels, and not in the weakly nature of the 

seed of Abraham. He would then have been strong and invulnerable; 

and an overmatch for the foul fiend perhaps; though if mere strength 

were required, I see not why the angels could not have given him his 

quietus thousands of years ago. 

 

But no. The angels, even all the hosts of them, could not, and cannot, 

destroy diabolos, or the Bible-devil, which torments our race, upon 

the principles laid down by eternal wisdom. This diabolos is the 

thing that has “the power of the death,” which subjects all the living 

to corruption. It has this power now, even over the saints, though the 

King of Saints is no longer holden of it. It will retain this power till 

their resurrection, when they will be subject to its control no more. 

It will still, however, retain its hold upon humanity for a thousand 

years longer; but when that long period is accomplished, the rest of 

the dead, who are to inhabit the earth for ever with the saints and 

their king, will be extricated from its deadly embrace; for “the last 

enemy, Death, shall be destroyed.” Ah! Death is the last enemy; yes, 

and the first enemy was sin, who introduced it into the world; for 

“the wages of sin is death.” Here are cause and effect face to face. 

Human tradition makes the popular devil the first enemy and the 

last, the Alpha and the Omega of all their woes; but not so the Bible, 

sin was the first, and death will be the last; because sin being taken 

away, death, its penalty, will be abolished as a matter of course. As 

far as possibility is concerned the matter might be reversed. If death 

were taken away and not sin, sin would then be immortal—diabolos 

would live for ever—a result, however, that cannot be; because it 

was to prevent the immortality of sin on the earth that the flesh and 

blood called Adam and Eve, were expelled from Paradise—(Gen. 

3:22, 23). Sin must be destroyed. This is a victory that must be 

obtained before God can with honour to Himself abolish death. But 

the destruction of sin has a deeper meaning than simply putting 

down rebellion. Death cannot be abolished so long as sin exists in 

the flesh; for “the body is dead because of sin”—(Rom. 8:10)—it is 

the physical principle within us that makes us mortal. But enough 

for the present. 
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Hints for Bible Markers 

 

Thoughts from the Psalms 

 

The Last Four Verses of Psalm 16 
 

It is worthy of note that Peter quotes these last four verses in Acts chapter 

2:25-28, and refers them to Christ. It may be beneficial that, before 

embarking on each individual verse, they be considered as a whole. It is 

obvious that these verses are speaking of his great sacrificial offering of 

the flesh.  That is, the flesh made by the Spirit out of Mary’s substance, 

called “my flesh” in the ninth verse, and to quote bro. Thomas, “is the 

Spirit’s Anointed Altar, cleansed by the blood of that flesh when poured 

out unto death.”  

 

Then the Psalm turns to that magnificent morning when God brought about 

his deliverance from the grave of Joseph of Arimathea. Subsequently 

bringing him out “in Thy presence is fullness of joy; at Thy right hand 

pleasures forevermore.” It can easily be seen how this whole transaction 

is beautifully illustrated in these words of the Spirit through this song of 

David. 
 

Psalm 16:8 
“I have set the LORD always before me: because he is at my right 

hand, I shall not be moved.”  

 

“I foresaw the Lord always before my face, for he is on my right hand, 

that I should not be moved” (Acts 2:25). 
 

Throughout the gospels of the life of Jesus, it is clearly shown how he is 

the prime example for us and especially noteworthy in setting “the LORD 

always before me.” Keeping God and His commandments foremost in his 

mind; walking in obedience to those precepts. As he did, so should we.  

 

Christ had a full understanding of the simple fact that all creation exists in 

our heavenly Father. Everything has been designed and created by His 

wisdom and sustained by His power. Yahweh’s very presence fills all of 

it and therefore He is not far from everyone of us.  

“Though he be not far from every one of us: For in him we live, and 

move, and have our being” (Acts 17:27-28).  

 

And consequently able to strengthen us, and His beloved son, during the 

ups and downs of life. 
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Psalm 16:9 
 

“Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth: my flesh also 

shall rest in hope.” 

 

\“Therefore did my heart rejoice, and my tongue was glad; moreover 

also my flesh shall rest in hope” (Acts 2:26). 
 

Consider the insight we are given into the mind of Jesus as he goes through 

the final trial with all its attendant pain and suffering with the opening of 

this verse, “Therefore my heart is glad and my glory rejoiceth.” This helps 

to show forth the sublime doctrine of God manifestation when we realize 

the glory of the Christ or the Anointed Body are his brethren, when all 

shall have attained to the divine nature. That is, those who have been 

rejoicing in his condemnation of sin in the flesh, that the feeble flesh of 

many may be saved, while leaving no room for it to glory. Christ freely 

consented to his own death, being helped by the knowledge and full 

assurance that “my flesh also shall rest in hope.” 
 

Psalm 16:10 
 

“For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer thine 

Holy One to see corruption.” 

 

“Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer 

thine Holy One to see corruption”(Acts 2:27). 
 

And this hope he rested in was the resurrection. Here we have a prophecy 

of the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ. It is obvious that it could 

not be David being spoken of, as he saw corruption along with death—  

“Men and brethren, let me freely speak unto you of the patriarch 

David, that he is both dead and buried, and his sepulcher is with us 

unto this day” (Acts 2:29) 

—and therefore must be speaking of Christ. 

 

We also see in this verse the impossibility of the Christian view of the 

Trinity, for it is pointed out that it was possible for the dead body of Jesus 

to see corruption, while this would be impossible for Deity, for the living 

God is immortal and incorruptible. “And changed the glory of the 

incorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man,” (Romans 

1:23). 
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Psalm 16:11 
 

“Thou wilt show me the path of life: in thy presence is fullness of joy; 

at thy right hand there are pleasures forevermore” 

 

“Thou hast made known to me the ways of life; thou shalt make me 

full of joy with thy countenance”(Acts 2:28). 
 

We might note that the psalmist says “the path of life,” while the apostle 

says “the ways of life” meaning, the way a man must walk now, which 

leads to life, and the way into the kingdom and away from the weary 

shoveling into the bottomless pit of fleshly lusts, which is death. Thus the 

way of life, the way into the kingdom, should be our assurance and our 

goal. It is not possible to find satisfaction and happiness in the ways of the 

flesh.  When we begin to study or practice something new, there is little, 

if any, pleasure with our first feeble attempts. If we continue with it, the 

pleasure comes with familiarity and accomplishment. This is especially 

true as we grow from the milk to the meat in our understanding of the 

beauty and holiness Divine teachings. There is fullness of joy in store for 

those who, by God’s guidance, learn how to appreciate and evaluate “the 

ways of life.” 

 

According to Mr. Webster joy means, “emotion excited by the acquisition 

or expectation of good… or by a rational prospect of possessing what we 

love or desire.  Joy or a derivation thereof is used 35 times in the Psalms 

with the idea of expressing the pleasure the righteous take in pleasing their 

heavenly Father. Even though there is much in the bible describing the 

wonders of the kingdom age, one must agree that the last few chapters of 

Ezekiel and Revelation for example, as our bro. Growcott wrote, “We have 

not the mental  capacity to even conceive the eternal joys prepared for 

THOSE THAT LOVE GOD”, so that Lord willing, we may some day truly 

understand the last part of this Psalm, “at thy right hand there are 

pleasures forevermore.” 
 

To be continued next month, Lord willing                                     Beryl Snyder 
 




